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{Monitor 
Acorn lines up its 

Growing old gracefully, the 
Sinclair ZX Spectrum is almost 
three. We analyse the UK’s 
most famous micro: its good 
points, its not-so-good points, 
and its keyboard. What price 
another three years for the 
Spectrum? 

OUTPUT 

COMMOOOlKWa_!• 
For users of the 64 and the 1541 disk drive, here's a collection of 
utilities to extend your file handling._ 

MEMOTCCHmacWiitlwd_17 
From Basic the Memotech's sound capacity is limited — but you 
can make more of it with these machine code routines._ 

MWOMwiit_22 
Add a canvas or two to your Amstrad's portfolio._ 

Lack and Way_» 
Spectrum programmers looking for a means of protecting their 
software could take a tip from our resident locksmith._ 

It’s action all the way 

MadbkATMU 

a this apple-picking hard-driving game 

Part 11 of a program in which the Atari shows ofTits player missile 
graphics and display list interrupts. 

OPD challenger 
ICL may have stolen a march on 
its competitors with its One Per 
Desk (issue 88), but it is unlike¬ 
ly to have the Field to itself for 
long. 

The first UK threat to ICL 
will come in the shape of 
Acorn’s promised Communi¬ 
cator. 

According to managing 
director Chris Curry, its offer¬ 
ing will undercut the price of 
the OPD with a price some¬ 
where between £500 and £800. 
It will be based on a 16-bit 
processor, probably an 8086. 

Unlike other manufacturers. 
Acorn is doing all the develop¬ 
ment work in-house, although 
there is believed to be a heavy 
British Telecom interest in the 

Work is well advanced on the 
Communicator and those who 
have seen it are enthusiastic 
about its chances. 

Unlike other Acorn products, 
the Communicator is not based 
on either the BBC board or the 
Electron. 

From the other side of the 
Atlantic comes news that both 
IBM and AT&T are planning 
products. 

The IBM offering is called the 
Cellar and was originally de¬ 
signed by Rolm, a telecom¬ 
munications company IBM 
was so impressed with the 
product it bought the company. 

AT&T is also buying in a 
design from outside. Its PC7300 
comes from Convergent Tech¬ 
nologies, the West Coast com¬ 
pany that produces a range of 
personal computers that in¬ 
variably appear with other peo¬ 
ple's labels on. 

Since both these American 
machines combine the power of 
a personal computer with the 
communications facilities of an 
intelligent telephone they will 
cost considerably more than 
ICL'sOPD 

All these OPD competitors 
are due to appear in the UK 
during the course of the year. 

Acorn, having leaked the 
Communicator's existence, has 
now returned to its traditional 
reluctance to discuss future 
products The best guess of its 
launch date is sometime during 
the summer. 

Regardless of who makes it 
first, it would seem that ICL has 
around a six months lead. 

PERIPHERALS 

PC Hat_3t 

It flies like a turtle and draws like Picasso — the £250 Penman 
Plotter for the BBC turns a few tricks. 

Check out Comprint, the interface that’s your link to Epson-type 
printers from the notoriously fussy Commodore 64 

SOFTWARE 

OMcs party_4t 
The Mini Office package has ideas above its station for a £5.95 
piece of software — find out how far it goes. 

REGULARS 

Monitor 1 

Acorn goes for the universal 
terminal, this page; Which 
Computer? Show preview, page 
2; Enterprise reaches first base, 
page 3; home micros to change 
their spots, page 4. 

KM Cbarta 

The top games of 1984 for the 
top six micros_ 

Random Access 7 

Make your voice heard on our 
version of Speakere' Comer. 

Routine Enquiries 9 

Expert help in your program¬ 
ming problems 

Microwaves 8 

Share your hints and tips. 

Dungeon 34 

Gnomic wisdom from our resi¬ 
dent rune reader on the adven¬ 
ture page. 

Gameplay 43 

Spectrum, Dragon, Commod¬ 
ore and Amstrad games come 
under the microscope. 

Billboard 49 

Pretty ads all in a row. 

Quit Datelines 52 

Dates to remember, jokes to 
forget. 

Spectrum users get third disk option 
Spectrum Plus and Minus users 
who want to take a step up from 
cassette have a new option. 

For £219 95 Thumall Elec¬ 
tronics (061-755-7922) has pro¬ 
duced a 3in disk drive that can 
handle up to 500K of storage. 

The Thurnall drive comes 
boxed with all the necessary 
leads, a manual and a disk with 
introductory programs to start 
you off. In terms of compatibil¬ 

ity, the disk drive will run a 
wealth of software already 
available for the Spectrum and 
itcan be used with Microdn ves. 
Interface 1, a host of printers 
and joysticks. 

The system will be available 
in late January and ifyou’re not 
satisfied with its performance 
when you’ve bought it the 
company is offering a money 
back guarantee. 
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[Monitor 
Birmingham show 
gets down to business 
The Which Computer? Show at 
Birmingham next week wins 
the ultimate accolade — Sinc¬ 
lair will be there for the first 
time. 

Since the four day show is 
primarily a business exhibition 
Sinclair’s main exhibit will be 
the QL, but you’ll be able to see 
the Spectrum and Spectrum 
Plus and the company promises 
that ’any new developments' 
will also be on view. This could 
mean that new QL peripherals 

AMO — Canoe fife* IBM broadside 
are expected, either from Sinc¬ 
lair itself or from independent 
suppliers — Quests disk 
attachments are almost ready 
for release 

Sharp, the Japanese giant 
that started out with a propel¬ 
ling pencil, will give the first 
public demonstrations of its 
MZ800(issue91). This machine 
offers compatibility with the 
MZ700 home micro but Sharp 
intends it for serious business 
applications in the style of the 
QL or the Commodore Plua/4. 

Sharp's business-like 
approach to the subject will also 
be evident in two other systems 
on show. These are for specific 

users behind bars and in shops. 
Built around existing hard¬ 
ware, they put Japanese know¬ 
how at the disposal of licensed 
victuallers and point-of-sale 
shop assistants. 

Commodore, which used the 
show last year to give the latest 
re-launch to its will o' the wisp 
700 system (now you see it, now 
you don't), will produce an 
IBM-compatible desktop from 
up its sleeve this time round 
(issue 92). 

IBM-compatibility will also 
be the theme of the Canon 
stand, where the new A200 
micro will make its dlbut. A 
feature of this system is the 
Q-Link networking system 
launched at the same time, to 
give users the ability to com¬ 
municate with the PC itself and 
with Apricot micros. Compaq 
will also be demonstrating its 
desktop IBM-able, the Deskpro. 

For home enthusiasts one of 
the most tantalising of Janu¬ 
ary's new machines will not be 
at the show, nor for that matter 
in the country. Oric intends to 
launch its Stratos in France, 
and will only bring it to the UK 
if it sees any future for it here. 
Last year Oric launched the 
Atmos at the Which Computer? 
Show. 

The other UK companies 
launching new machines fall 
firmly into the business categ¬ 
ory. A little known Aldershot 
systems house threatens to 
make a splash with a sub- 
£1,000 IBM-compatible, and 
LSI will launch an upgraded 
Octopus alongside a re-released 
Durango Poppy. Tadpole Tech¬ 
nology will give a run to its 
Titan Unix micro, and Cifer is 
aiming in the same direction 
with a machine called the 

MSX will be there, but Sanyo 
will probably give more prom¬ 
inence to its new MBC775 than 
to the MPC100 MSX micro. The 
MBC775, with 256K and an 
8088, is designed says Sanyo to 

be completely IBM-compatible; 
the main difference lies in its 
9in colour screen which is 
supplied as part of the basic 

Olivetti, the quietest of the 
lap-held micro makers, will be 
sounding off on the subject of 
applications for the M21 and 
M24 and on the integration of 
personal computers in office 
environments. Its 744 square 
metres of floor space will not be 
so integrated — the company 
has had to take two separate 
stands to fit everything in. 

Away from the bustle of the 
show the National Computing 
Centre is putting on seminars, 
of which the most interesting 
for personal computer users 
looks like its exposition of the 
Data Protection Act. 

The Which Computer? Show 
takes place at the National 
Exhibition Centre, Birming¬ 
ham, from January 15 to 18. 

C64 games top new 
year releases 
New year software for Com¬ 
modore 64 and QL users is on 
the way from Romik, Pact, and 
Energy Soft. 

Romik's Knightmare and 
Captain Starlight, both selling 
at £6.99 for the 64, are described 
by Romik as 'the best games 
they’ve ever released'. You’ll be 
able to judge for yourself at the 
end of this week, when they go 
on sale. 

Pact (0733-233600) has 
added a switch and two LEDs to 
its Commodore software to pro¬ 
duce a cassette interface. The 
Panda 20/64 will let you use a 
non-Commodore recorder with 
either the Vic 20 or the 64. It 
costs £17.99. 

The QL gets a graphics desig¬ 
ner from Energy Soft (0695- 
33988) this month. The soft¬ 
ware provides a range of draw¬ 
ing facilities, lets you mix text 
and graphics, copes with full 

colour and offers you single 
pixel plotting. It costs £12.50. 

Sinclair’s latest 
act of faith 
The ZX81 has often been de¬ 
scribed as the Model T Ford of 
the microcomputer industry, so 
it’s perhaps inevitable that 
Sinclair’s C5 battery-assisted 
tricycle will be described as the 
ZX81 of the motor industry. 

The C5 is a hare-bones sort of 
machine — so much so that we 
at PCS’ can now bring you a 
personalised Pro-Test of it. You 
don’t need a machine — just 
follow these instructions. 

First, lie down on your back. 
Now bring your feet up about 
six inches from the floor, and 
tilt your head forward. You’re 
now most of the way there, but 
you need to steer, so put your 
hands under your knees, and 
start pedalling with your feet. 
Just a few more hours practice 
and you should be a competent 
C5 driver. 

Of course you can also go into 
full simulator mode by repeat¬ 
ing the above instructions in 
the kitchen, this time with the 
washing machine on so that you 
can simulate the C5’s adapted 
washing machine engine. You 
could also put a blanket round 
your shoulders to simulate the 
weather-proofing add-on that 
will be produced for it 

You can probably deduce 
from all this that the C5 isn’t 
quite the combination of milk- 
float and Mini Metro the world 
has been expecting. It’s an 
open-topped three-wheeler 
whose motor will take it up to 
around 15mph, perhaps faster 
if you pedal hard. You’d better 
not though, because you don’t 
need to have a licence, insur¬ 
ance, crash helmet or road tax 
for a vehicle with a maximum 
speed of 15mph. 

Sinclair is aiming for produc¬ 
tion of 100,000 C5s next year, 
although currently only around 
100 a day are being produced. 
But with the vehicle selling for 
less than £400 we should soon 
see recumbent pioneers gliding 
past 

It's a moot point whether the 
vehicle will revolutionise com¬ 
muting, but it’s certain to 
achieve minor cult status at the 
very least. And there could be 
more where it came from, as 
Sinclair is talking about pro¬ 
ducing a whole series of electric 
vehicles. 

PCN can exclusively reveal 
that the first step will be the 
production of a 500 Lb (lega- 
byte) RAMpack that will help 
you pedal faster. The machine's 
successor, the C6, will have a 
number of added features, in¬ 
cluding a rubber membrane 
keyboard to replace the C5’s 
pressure-sensitive handlebars. 
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cSs ONITOR IEW FROM JAPAN 
sneaks in 

at last minute 
The Enterprise micro finally 
made it into the shops with just 
a week to spare before 
Christmas. 

True to form, the micro that is 
16 months old at birth lined up 
on the starting grid after last 
minute hiccups and false starts. 
Enterprise expected to have 
3,000 machines in a selection of 
shops in secret locations on 
December 10. But by December 
13 the distributor. Prism, still 
had nothing to distribute; En¬ 
terprise was talking about 
numbers closer to 300 and the 
shops turned out to be just 
round the corner from Enter¬ 
prise's London HQ. 

On December 14 the first 
reported retail sightings of the 
famous micro started to come 
in. Two retailers claimed to 
have a handful of machines 
each, and encouragingly for 
Enterprise one of them almost 
sold out over the weekend 

The next deadline for the 
company to watch come and go 
is mid-February, when it is due 
to hit full production. 

We’ll have a full Pro-Test of 
the Enterprise 64 in our next 
issue. Here by way of a trailer 
are some of our reviewer’s 
comments on the micro that 
came in from the cold: 'Sixteen 
months ago the Enterprise was 
probably the dream machine of 
just about every computer own¬ 
er in the country. However, 
more than one year later, en¬ 
thusiasm for the machine has 
dropped. 

'Unfortunately the Enter¬ 
prise offers the computer public 
nothing that hasn't been seen 
before. 

'The Basic is extremely long- 
winded using phrases such as 
ci-KAR screen to erase the 
screen content. Surely it would 
have been much shorter to use 
the more common cus. Never¬ 
theless, it must be said that the 
use of these extended phrases 
does make any program that is 
written in Enterprise Basic 
much more readable than on 
any other machine.' 

MSX prices — still 
tumbling down 
The tumble that MSX prices 
took before Christmas looks 
likely to continue in the new 
year as UK prices come down to 
approach Japanese levels. 

Toshiba led the way (issue 92) 
and three other companies ha ve 
responded so far. Goldstar was 
the first, bringing the lowest 
priced MSX micro in the coun¬ 
try down to £199. Sony and 
Sanyo are expected to cut theirs 
by £60 this week. 

Goldstar is still the only one 
below £200 and in Japan MSX 
costs less than half this (see 
View from Japan). The magic 
figure for the UK seems to be 
£150 — this is the level that 
MSX machines in general are 
expected to reach in 1985. 

The figure of £150 is roughly 
half what MSX micros came in 
at when the first machines 
arrived in the UK a matter of a 
couple of months ago. 

The MSX manufacturers 
have offered an assortment of 
reasons for the early high 
prices: a shortage of the boards 
which convert the output sig¬ 
nals to match UK television 
protocols was one proposal 
you’re being expected to take 
seriously. 

Hara-kiri: MSX 
claims a new victim 
I’ve been giving some time 
recently to turning a word 
processor into a column proces¬ 
sor. This is a sample of how 
future Views from Japan might 
begin: 'How are the mighty 
fallen. No sooner said than 
done. Tis the season to be joyful. 
A fool and his money are easily 
parted' 

The theme of this gibberish 
and the reason for the exercise 
come from the same cause. It is 
the last desperate throw of a 
man who is determined to keep 
the games tide at bay by finding 
usefiil and serious things to do 
with a micro. Christmas is 
ultimately responsible. I hate 
it, forgive me. But I must 
confess it... I was in the market 
for an MSX machine as a 
present for my seven-year-old 
son. 

Actually my wife helped me 
for into the market, but that's 
no excuse It was either MSX or 
a bunch of games for my micro, 
and have half the kids in the 
neighbourhood coming in and Othe Japanese eauiva- 

peanut butter and jelly 
all over my keyboard. My 
Christmas spirit doesn't extend 
quite that far 

As a matter of fact, as I tried to 
point out to my faithful help¬ 
mate. Japan being a Buddhist 
country we should wait until 
Buddhamas before becoming a 
two-computer family. She 
didn't bite 

Instead, she handed me a 
brochure delivered right to our 
door by Daiei, Japan's biggest 
mass-merchandiser, with pic¬ 
tures and prices of all kinds of 
MSX systems. 

There was one from Pioneer 
listed at £300, discounted to 
£279. The Christmas spirit 
overwhelmed me. 'Let’s have 
three, one for each kid,' I cried. 
The brochure also listed a Casio 
at £99, discounted to£89, and in 
between there were similarly 
discounted offerings from 
Yamaha, Sanyo, Toshiba. 
Sony, Mitsubishi, National and 
Matsushita 

No fool I, it was clear that if I 
could get that kind of deal at my 
door I could do even better in 
Aki-Habai, Tokyo's electronics 
discount centre. 

A quick run through a few of 
the mgjor shops told me I was on 
the right track. The Sony HB- 

55. listed at £149, was going for 
about £100 National’s CF-200 
was similarly priced and dis¬ 
counted. and ROM packs from 
General with what appeared to 
be decent games were going for 
£9.50, down from £16 (the 
standard games price here). 

Products from other makers 
were less generously dis¬ 
counted. So as far as I was 
concerned it was a choice be¬ 
tween Sony and National, with 
the latter favourite because of 
its real keyboard and two car¬ 
tridge slots. Unfortunately 
neither could be linked up to an 
RGB monitor, a grievous fault 
with all MSX machines. 

It was at this point that I 
realised, as I’ve said before, that 
I don’t have any overwhelming 
affection for games and conse¬ 
quently don’t know much about 
them. It was conceivable that 
my son might feel the same 
way Perhaps. I thought, I 
should test him out first. I 
bought Donkey Kong III for 
£2 80 and took it home That 
evening I tried it out for a couple 
ofhours — I made it to stage two 
and scored a few hundred 
points. 

The next morning my son 
tried it out and made it to stage 
seven with several thousand 
points. On his second game he 
did even better, displaying 
beyond doubt his attitude to¬ 
wards computers as game play¬ 
ing machines 

So I came to hate the thought 
of Christmas and probably will 
come to loathe the days that will 
follow. The very thought that 
from now on. whenever I have to 
lecture him about his youthful 
transgressions, he’ll be staring 
me in the eye thinking, no, 
knowing, that all he has to do to 
reassert himself is to challenge 
me to a game of Donkey Kong 

Even more terrifying is the 
possibility that my wife, who so 
far has avoided micros like I 
avoid dirty dishes, will get hold 
of some kind of home budget 
program and start running my 
bar bills. 

But there under the tree was 
the MSX micro, a witness to my 
abject failure to bribe Santa 
Claus, surrender my keyboard 
to peanut butter and jelly, or 
convince my family to join some 
obscure Zen sect that requires 
them to spend every idle mo¬ 
ment meditating on the evils of 
middle-tech. 

Maybe eventually Ill come to 
terms with it and meet it on its 
own ground Maybe by then its 
ground will have shifted, and 
I’ll only need to use it in a 
video-recorder or a television. 

In any case, the view from 
Japan is that 1984 was an 
interesting year. Hope it has 
been for you, and until next 
time the season's greetings 
from Donkey Kong's latest 
victim. Sergstam# 
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Monitor 
Putting commerce 
back into computers 
Acorn is due to launch a series of 
home control products (issue 
90) in a few months time. MSX 
is intended to be built in to 
articles like video recorders, 
televisions, and other electro¬ 
nic goods. Sir Clive Sinclair's 
electronic car is powered by a 
washing machine motor. 

All through last year the 
movement behi nd 'useful' home 
micros gathered strength. In 
the form of public statements 
from such people as Acorn head 
Chris Curry it hinted vaguely 
at how micros are likely to 
develop in 1985. But you'd 
better be ready for the change, 
because now the people at the 
business end — the high street 
retailers — are looking forward 
to a revolution in microcom¬ 
puting. 

Their reasons are based on 
commercial judgements Dave 
Gilbert, Dixons' marketing 
manager, said: 'You can’t grow 
the home computer market on 
the basis of games because you 
reach saturation.’ Others were 
less direct, but the overall 
impression is that the shops 
near you will be selling micros 
for useful purposes because 
that's the way they see the 
market going. 

'People are now going to 
consider more serious applica¬ 
tions,' said Michael Litvin of 
Computers of Wigmore Street. 
'Serious software sales will 
increase.’ 

Odd man out among the big 
chains is Woolworth, which is 
upholding the honour of the 
games machine. It told PCN 
categorically: 'We will not be 
stocking the Acorn home con¬ 
trol device.’ Instead, in 1985, it 
will be concentrating on soft¬ 
ware and add-ons. 

But it might be forced to 
change this position. Its com¬ 
petitors — independents and 
retail chains alike — agree that 
the next stage for microcompu¬ 
ters will involve an element of 
usefulness. 'Computers are not 
there just for playing games,' 
said WH Smith, which also 
spread a wet blanket over the 
kind of home applications that 
are available now when it 
added: 'and budgeting 

None of them is prepared to 
be very specific about the form 
that 'usefulness' will take. 
Acorn’s idea is to produce a 
board-level device that can be 
built into pieces of domestic 
electronic equipment so that 
you will be able to exert compu¬ 
ter control over a number of 
household functions. 

The new style of computing 
will need a hell of a lot of hard 
work and will be dependent on 
the quality of the merchandise 
and how well the trade can 

explain the benefits to the 
consumer,' said Dave Gilbert. 

Others see it as a develop¬ 
ment; WH Smith, for example: 
'Anything that makes the com¬ 
puter useful in the home sounds 
like a good idea. Anything that 
develops the role of the compu¬ 
ter we would see as useful.'John 
Greengrass of Boots admitted: 
'Computers are useful, but no- 
one seems to know what to do 
with them. Home control de¬ 
vices may be the answer, who 
knows?" 

According to Litvin the stress 
will be different. Software that 
applies the logic of program¬ 
ming to the nature of tasks is his 
idea of usefulness, and he cited 
an ideas processor as an exam- 

0MEFR0NT 

Carry: hotting up the micro Mr. 

pie. This is a radical distinction 
and, on the face of it, a more 
attractive proposition than a 
device that will close the cur¬ 
tains at nightfall, but it points 
in the same direction. 

With the manufacturers and 
the retailers agreeing, it begins 
to look as though there's a 
conspiracy at work to make you 
throw away your games 
machines in favour of some¬ 
thing less frivolous. But not all 
the manufacturers are commit¬ 
ted — there's always the new 
Atari Corporation, headed by 
Jack Tramiel, to carry the ban¬ 
ner of the games players. Tra¬ 
miel has gone on the record as 
saying that the fun has gone out 
of computing, and that the 
manufacturers are taking 
themselves too seriously. In the 
same breath he’s prone to say 
things like: 'Business is war,' 
but if that's the case you can be 
sure that Atari will have pre¬ 
sented it in the form of a 
computer game before too long. 

Meanwhile Sinclair con¬ 
tinues to put its weight behind 
the QL. Acorn prepares to 
deliver the ABC business 
machines, and Commodore is 
about to launch a desktop IBM- 
compatible machine. One's 
Stratos isn't due to be launched 
in the UK but its business 
machine probably will, and 
Apple will be lost to the hob¬ 
byist for ever if the Mac suc¬ 
ceeds. Perhaps it is a con¬ 
spiracy. 

'Hardware glamour' 
is simply not enough 
Why can't they get it right9 
Micro manufacturers and mic¬ 
ro specifications, that is. This 
outburst follows the so-called 
release of the Enterpnse. six¬ 
teen months old at birth 

It should be so simple. If 
Amstrad can cobble together a 
more than half-decent micro 
from off-the-shelf parts 
under a year, companies with 
more experience should be able 
to turn out everyone's favounte 
micro with one hand tied be¬ 
hind their back. 

But the Commodore 64 has 
lousy Basic and the Specti 
has a strangely mapped scr 
as does the Amstrad. Only the 
Enterprise comes with a joy¬ 
stick built in — without a fire 
button — and only the Amstrad 
has a dedicated tape deck and 
monitor as part of the package 
The 64's drives are slow, the 
disk drive from Oric and Am¬ 
strad won’t support random 
access files and the BBC has a 
severely limited memory. You 
name it, there’s at least one 
department where my micro 
beats yours. 

What’s the answer? Well, it's 
clear that you don’t really need 
a 16-bit processor, so a Z80 
running at 4 MHz or so will do. 
Certainly the machine must 
have sprites, and more than the 
64's miserly eight. Say 16, and 
here MSX gets it almost right 
with 32, except you can have 
only four on one line at once. 

Micro graphics, like sound, 
need a dedicated processor, and 
at least 16K video RAM. prefer¬ 
ably 32 so weean finally sort out 
all those attribute problems 
and have a decent colour range 
in high-resolution. And the 
screen handling must offer Boo¬ 
lean operators to allow for 
fore/background activities The 
colour range is a tricky issue. 
The Dragon lost out largely 
because of its pathetic resolu¬ 
tion and lack of colours, while 
Atari and Enterprise demons¬ 
trate that it’s not impossible to 
offer a wide range of colour 
tones, without slowing down 
the epu or demanding masses of 
screen RAM. 

On a similar note, interrupts 
should be available from Basic 
and there should be some 
attempt at multi-tasking — 
even if it's restricted to three or 
so tasks 

One thing I’d really like to see 
is a built-in toolkit The BBC 
may have an assembler, but 
what’s needed is a full Basic 
toolkit, including such features 
as find and replace, variable 
dump, in-line assembling of 
machine code and so on. And on 

Igl similar lines, modem machines 
shouldn’t have only a cartridge Krt but, as with the Beeb, ROM 

ys too for applications soft¬ 
ware. 

Any micro these days should 
include some built-in mass- 
storage device, and Amstrad 
almost got that right But the 
tape deck isn’t under micro 
control (which the microcass¬ 
ette of the Epson PX-8 lap 
portable is) so you must go 
through all that press-play- 
and-any-other-key to get any¬ 
where. 

This is surprising given the 
company’s experience in hi-fi. 
The QL has its Microdrives, but 
reliability is still a m<yor prob¬ 
lem and capacity is low. So 
what’s wrong with a single 3in 
drive or whatever, like the 
Macintosh? 

Memory is still a thorny 
issue. Is 48K enough? It doesn't 
look like it, but 64 K seems to be 
a sticking point. Is it really 
worth producing a 128K micro 
if the code for applications 
software must be so large you're 
left with only 15K work space9 
No. 64K seems quite adequate. 

But sound is a different mat¬ 
ter. It’s here that manufactur¬ 
ers have come closest to the 
ideal. Three or four voices, tone 
and volume envelopes, sound 
synchrony and so on all fit the 
bill. 

Sound commands could, 
however, be simpler. Surely 
micros offering hardware de¬ 
fined (but user redefinable) 
characters could offer an analo¬ 
gous feature for sound at the 
same time? 

Lastly, any modern micro 
should have a built-in modem 
—preferably with BT approval. 

Expense should be no prob¬ 
lem. I don't believe for one 
minute that what I've proposed 
need cost you more than £400. 

It all boils down to "hardware 
glamour' Once, a micro's speci¬ 
fications were what sold it. I 
think and hope this is chang¬ 
ing. Buyers are more discrimi¬ 
nating and select a computer on 
the strength of what they can do 
with it, not what the ad blurb 
promises. Essentially, this 
means more bundled software 
and even more thought in 
design if any new micro is to 
make a name for itself. Surely 
someone out there can get it 
right? Bryan Skinner 
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COMMODORE 64 

How will Monty be rescued? 
Who is the mysterious masked rodent? 

What will happen next in this thrilling saga?^ 
To find out get your copy NOW^s!^^ 

And don't worry you uninitiated. 
the original'Wanted Monty . V 
Mole I* *llll available 

SPECTRUM 48K 

Gremlin Graphics Ltd . Alpha House. 10 Carver Street. 

Sheffield SI 4FS Tel: 107421 7S3423 

MONTY 
UAIYItb IS INNOCENT 

As featured on Radio l’s 
Saturday morning Chip Shop 

If you are one of the thousands of Monty Mole 
fans who have followed the exploits of our funry 

friend through the Yorkshire pits and eventually to 
jail—fear not! Because Monty is innocent and 
plans are in hand to rescue your superhero. 
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MICROTIME INTERNATIOKAL LIMITED 
106A BEDFORD RD, WOOTTON, BEDS MK43 9JG 

Telephone (0234) 767751/766351 

NEC PC-8201 A, TANDY MODEL 100 & OLIVETTI M10 OWNERS' 

LOST FOR SOFTWARE?? NO LONGER!! CALL MICROTIME" 
Pasocalc-ROM based spread sheet CM 
From Traveling Software Inc. 
Traveling Writer - acclaimed word processor £80 
Time Manager - time costing lor professionals £80 
Appointment Manager - calendars & appointments £40 
Sales Manager - sales activity customer notes £80 
Expense Manager - full expense accounting £80 
Project Manager - budgets/actuals/costs/activities £60 
Accounting - double entry general ledger package £80 
T-Base - the ultimate relational database system £80 
T-Backup - tape filing utility £25 
From Chattanooga System* 
Autopen-full featured word processor £30 
Autopen N&A - as above with name/address options £40 
Autopad - the 5K spreadsheet with every feature £38 
Trip - expense account details and trip log £28 
Chequwook- personal cheque book record £28 
Index - list processor and indexing system £28 
Calc 1 /Calc2 - simple and advanced calculators £16 
Autobase - database package (avail Oct. 64) £10 

DaU^OeT^automated desktop card index system £38 
Oata-Text - text formatting and word processor £40 
Oata-Code- bar code generation package £30 
Oata-Max-database, any record in 0.5 secs £80 

MPLAN - the original portable spreadsheet £40 
MSOLVE - multiple-equation solver £40 
MBRAIN - full RPN calculation with stacks/memories £28 
MLABEL-general purpose labelling program £30 
MMAILER - outstanding letter writer w mail list £40 

(a* pnces ex-VAT, md 50p per Hem p&p UK 2nd dees post) 

SEW OR NK FN OEMS TOMT FROM NCMTME 

PROGRAMMERS 
The Muck Knight wants you 

If you have any type of micro experience, 
especially in the field of machine code 
programming 

The Hlnrk knight needs tvm 

In return, we will supply the machines, 
project ideas and substantial royalties 

So u'hr not join the lilaek knight note! 

Srtuf full tlrtnil* l»: 

BLACK KMUI I ( OMI’i mtS I I I). 
1*0 Box 132. Chislehurst. Kent. BBT (>IJ 

NEW GAME FOR THE AMSTRAD 

TIMEBOMB 
£7.65 including VAT + P&P 

MICRO BUT SOFTWARE (AMI) 
11 HIL6A0VE ROAD NEWQUAY CORNWALL. TAT 20! 

Available at Mercies. 
Rumbelows and good 
com puter shops nationwide - 

COMING SOON ... 
3D SPACE RANGER 

mmmm 

■ 
from Microbyte Software 

Dealers: Ask your 
distributor for 
ER’BERT. 

ACCESS CAM) WtlCQMt W~W 
24 NR NOT UM Fv X 
OUT] MM 

The Space game to 
challenge your skill! 

AVAILABLE FOR AMSTRAD 
JANUARY 1885 

w 
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ANDOM ACCESS 
Share your words of praise or send us a rochet about PCN. We want to hear your views and feelings 

on the articles we print — and those you feel we ought to. Write to Random Access, Personal 
Computer News, Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HC. You could win £15 for the 

best letter of the week. 

Sanyo software 
support extolled 
In Routine Enquiries < issue 90) 
you admitted to J Smith of 
Islington that he could do a lot 
worse than the Sanyo 556’, but aualify this by suggesting that 

tie bundled software is all he 
will probably ever get for it. 

You are certainly right on the 
first count: the Sanyo is an 
excellent machine, and must be 
about the best value for money 
of its type. 

So far as the software is 
concerned, however, you are far 
from the mark. Both Molimerx 
and Icarus market a wide selec¬ 
tion, ranging from arcade and 
adventure games to business 
and professional applications. 
In addition there is a magazine 
—Soft Sector—devoted entire¬ 
ly to the Sanyo, and imported 
from US by Molimerx. It has 
proved extremely useful. Cax- 
ton’s superb Brainstorm runs 
happily on the Sanyo, as does 
dBase II 

Like myself, Mr Smith 
obviously does not have an 
enormous budget: short of con¬ 
sidering a second hand or demo 
machine (which both carry 
risks), he could look much 
further than the Sanyo and do 
no better: the software is excel¬ 
lent, once one has put in the 
time to learn it properly, and 
the machine itself both pleas¬ 
ing to the eye and a delight to 
use over long periods. The 
support offered by Molimerx, 
which frequently updates cata¬ 
logue and price list, has been 
invaluable. 
Lawrence Denholm, 
Sleaford. 
We’ve had to own up several 
times recently on this score, so 
here's a definitive statement. 
While modesty is a fine virtue, it 
makes life very difficult for us — 
we can't pass on the good news if 
companies aren’t telling us in 
the first place. We are,as always, 
happy to publicise a company 
providing first class support — 

Protection devices 
hinder amateurs 
Unauthorised copying of games 
and other programs inflicts 
heavy losses on software firms, 
we are constantly being told. 

Well, yes, but let us also spare 
a thought for the amateur 
programmer, who is often less 
interested in some dazzling 
effect than the way in which it iB 
produced But should he try to 
find out. he will run up against 
an array of traps that violate 
the spirit of patenb'copyright 
law. 

When I tried to modify a 
two-part program for the Elec¬ 
tron 1 found: REM lines stuffed 
with control codes to stop the 
program being listed; control 
codes hidden in the filenames; 
call commands which jumped 
to an RTS and straight back 
again, designed to wreck the 
program if it were altered in 
length; *FX commands to 
emasculate Escape or Break; 
and finally the main program 

was gibberish until it was 
EOR'ed with a 256-byte decod¬ 
ing section in the title program. 

It took me so long to struggle 
through all this, I forgot what I 
wanted to do in the first place. 
WE Trevelyan, 
Epsom Downs, Surrey. 

Big Brother 
to the rescue 
Like J Stephenson (issue 90) I 
too have had problems 
attaching the Brother M100 
printer to my Sinclair QL: 
however, I found the staff at 
Brother very helpful. 

A phone call to Brother, 
revealed that dip switches 1 to 8 
should be set as OFF, OFF, ON, 
ON. ON. OFF, OFF. OFF 
The following morning I re¬ 
ceived from Brother a fact- 
sheet detailing the settings to 
be used in the install bas prog¬ 
ram to allow articles written on 
Quill to be printed. 
A G Bancroft, 
Northampton. 

SUBSCRIBE 
NOW 

GET YOUR HANDS ON THE 
ALL-NEW ACTION-PACKED... 

•••EVERY WEEK! 

SUBSCRIPTION ORDER CARD 
I want Personal Computer News delivered to my floor 

every week 

□ 1 year (SI issues).OK £20 00 
□ 1 year Surope .C35.00 
□ I year o.rmo.1.C65 00 
□ I enclose my cheque mods payable to Personal Computer News 
□ Please charge my AcceM/VWDinerV American Express card (delete where not 

What type of Micro do you «*•?_ 
Do you use it (or home/worfc/educohon?_ 

Nomei 

Address 

_ I _ 
L ' 

□ □□ □ □ 
0093 _ _i 3 L- [ J 1_ LJ □ PWos# VW block c °£2!l_III 
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ICROWAVES 
Have you any good answers for Amstrad owners or brainwaves for the Beeb? Share them with 

feilow computer users by sending them to us. Not only will you get £10 for every tip published, 

but you could And a bonus of £50 comes your way if you are chosen as the Microwave of the 

■wiitk Smid tlwwi to licriiwioay PCM, EntywHmts*, 62 Oxhrd Stmt, Lomdm W1A2HG. | 

Doubling up your 
BBC characters 
Print double height characters 
in the graphics modes 0,1,2,4, 
and 5 on the BBC with this 
routine. 

Type in the listing and then 
call it with: pnocdouble (x- 
posit ion on screen.y-poaition on 
screen, colour, message). 

To see it in action type in this 
short demonstration program: 

HEIGHT IN MODE 0*> 
I 30 4J-INKEY 12501 
I 40 MODE I 

PROCDOUBLE SJJL 
HEIGHT IN MODE 11 

| 80 W-INKEY 12501 
70 MODE 2 

SO END 
Jonathan Temple 
Beeston, Northampton. 

lOOO DEFPROCdout>l«(X,V.C,MS) 
1O10 COLOUR C 
1020 flt-LAl KX-4.701 YX-fcO 
1030 FOR LX-I TO LEN(HS) 1040 '>t7o-Asc<niD«<ns,Lxn 
1050 CALL SFFF1 
10410 VDU 23,254,-»t71,'*S71,'»t72,-*».72t-’*73t 7*.73,7t74,7S74 
1070 VDU 23.255,->S75,-»L75,-Si76,'Si7at7t.77,7177,-S78,-'1.78 
1080 VDU 31 ,X-*LX“ 1 ,V,254,10,8,255 
1090 NEXT 
1lOO ENOPROC 

Adding single key to 
to the Amstrad 
When Locomotive Software 
wrote the Basic interpreter for 
the Amstrad it provided an 
entirely soft keyboard ie total 
control over what happens after 
each key is pressed. Different 
results arc produced depending 
on whether the control or shift 
keys are pressed. 

The following program pro¬ 
vides the Amstrad with a set of 26 
keywords using the key and key 
dee commands. These are acces¬ 
sed by pressing the control key in 

referred to as 'single key entry* 
and can speed up pro* 
considerably. 

characters. 
Jeffery Birks, 
Br u: ham, Devon. 

I® * Sifffl# tntr, 
» *IY DCF 19,1,4® »k£T KF 13.1 
M *EY D€F 2®.I,92 iKCY DCF 12.1,93 
“ ...DCF 3,1.97 4® kit l«F 
*54 FO* c»«r«l2® TO 193 
m *cao iLCT.Munccn, 
7® FIT DCF HT.NJN1 
0® KEY char-,C IP .CM* 

,47 lKEY DCF 14,1,9® iKtY DCF 9,1,91 
,93 iFEV DCF 4,1,94 (KEY DCF 14,1,99 

•FEY DCF 4,1,13 aKEY DCF 7,1,44 

r-31,char—43 ,char 

DATA 47,*®UTO",94,"404DCA",42,“CHP4*,41,“DRAto",90,*ED1T* 
It® DATA 93,-FOft-,92.-0O0UO-,44,-M|'CN-,39,-|l®»UT-,49,-JOY" 
12® DATA 37,-FEY-,34,-Ll»T-,3®,-hOvf-,44.-f«*T-,34,“0AlSlM- 
13® DATA 77,-PLOT-,4®,-TA®-.9®,-AfTUAN",4®,"90U*r.91,-TEST- 
14® DATA 42,MUPPCAt-,99,-VM.* ,97,-WlNDCM-,43,-lPOS-,43,-rPOS- 
19® DATA 71,-ZONE- 
14® kEY DCF 4,1,13,13,194 ifcET 194,*®UN**CNN4f34)<13) 

Cracked — the QL 
Brother connections 
With reference to the letters in 
issue 90 regarding Brother to 
QL interfacing difficulties, I 
too had the same problems, but 
with help from Brother and the 
technical staff at Boots (my 
employers) I have finally crack¬ 
ed it. This letter is written with 
Quill and the Brother M-1009. 

First, my Brother is J series. 
The more recent K series 
apparently requires a different 
lead. Check your serial number 

Technical Support, Brother, on 

are. My RS232C lead is con- 

-7,2-2,3-3,4-20,5- end second) 1 
5,6-6. 

My dip switch settings are 
follows: 
l.ofT,1.2 on,1.3 on.1.4 on,] 

on,1.6on 
1.7off.l 8 off 
2.1 on,2.2 on,2.3 off,2.4 on,2.5 

off,2 6off 
2. 7 off.2.8 off 

I am told that on some 

printers the dip switches are 
only read at switch-on, so it may 
be good practice to turn off your 
printer each time you try a new 
setting. 

When printing from Basic, 1 
use the following opening state- 
ments:- 
10 BAUD 9800 
ao open #s,ser/shc 

When printing from Quill, 
set up the printer install prog¬ 
ram (see page 2 of the informa¬ 
tion section of the QL manual) 

POSTAMBLE CODE NONE 
EMPHASIZE ON <E8C>,E 
EMPHASIZE OFF <ESC>,F 
UNDERUNE ON <R8C>,—, 

<SOH> 
UNDERUNE OFF <KSC>,—, 

<NUL> 
SUBSCRIPT ON <ESC>3, 

<SOH> 
SUBSCRIPT OFF <E8C>,T 
SUPERSCRIPT ON <E8C>,8, 

<NUL> 
SUPERSCRIPT OFF <E8C>,T 

I am not certain if there 
should be pre- and post-amble 
codes, or what they should be. 
However, the printer works set 
to nonf. both codes. 
Allan Postgate. 
Droitwich, Worcs. 

as follows: 
PARITY SPACE 
BAUD RATE 9800 
END OF UNE CODE <CR>,<LF> 
END OF PAGE COOK <FF> 
PREAMBLE CODE NONE 

Curing the hiccups in 
the MTX screen saver 
I was delighted to see the 
routine for saving the graphics 
screen on the Memotech MTX 
(issue 87) but had some trouble 
in getting it to work. On con¬ 
sulting the VDP Manual. I 
found some errors. 

The VDP requires a mini- 
, mum of 8 microseconds be- 
| tween the initial address setup 

and the subsequent data read or 
i write. The program for dump- 
, ing the VRAM to RAM has only 
1 7 5 microseconds between these 

two instructions and so re¬ 
quires the insertion of two no op 
instructions. 

The cassette save/load 
routine requires that resister 
DE is loaded with the number of 
bytes to be transferred, and not 
resister BC as was listed. 

Finally, as written, the 
routine would not save the 
colour information. This can be 
rectified by also saving the 
colour table. It is simply neces¬ 
sary to save #3800 bvtes in¬ 
stead of #1800 bytes, as indi¬ 
cated in my listing. 
P Brewer. 
Bury. Lancs. 

SAVE LOAD 
LD AfO LD HL»£B800 

OUT (2)t A LD DE »£3800 

LD A * 0 LD A» 1 

OUT (2)» A LD (£FD68)* A 

NO OP CALL £AAE 

NO OP LD A» 0 

LD HL »£B800 OUT (2)» A 
loop: IN A.<1> LD A f £40 

LD < HL > »A OUT < 2)» A 
INC HL LD HL » £B800 
LD A ? H LOOP: LD A.(HL) 
CP £F0 OUT (1> r A 
JR NZrl.OOP INC HL 
LD HL t£B800 LD A»H 
LD DP *£3800 CP f£F0 
LD A»0 JR NZ»LOOP 

LD (£FDA8)» A RET 

CALL £AAE 

RET 

s useful routine ? in issue 8 
mhling Spectru im users t 
•tain printouts o f anv sectio 
their programs £50 mill li 
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rj OUTINE ENQUIRIES 
I 1 1 Catyo«r detain a 1 

\J r) I ’ •dvic*? Wh>not 
I stamped self addres 

Got your digits in a twist over a problem? Can’t decide what micro to buy? Heed some sensible 

advice? Why not try writing to the experts? Remember we cannot reply personally, so no 

stamped self addressed envelopes, please. Address your questions to Routine Enquiries, PCN, ] 

Evelyn House. 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HC. 

A search for a micro 
that bridges the gap 
/\CouM you give me advice for my 
s#friend on buying a computer 
which n capable of playing the 
following games — backgammon, 
chess and bridge. I own an Acorn 
Electron but, unbiased. I suggested 
the Amstrad. But I think he would 
prefer a micro which has the 
software available now. 
Richard Rennie, 
West Colder, West Lothian A The only machine we know 

that has ail three games 
available now is the Spectrum. 
Just about any machine will 
have chess available, several 
have backgammon but the 
kicker is bridge. 

The most recent Spectrum 
game we reviewed was way 
back in January — Bridge 
Player, from CP Software, of 
Orchard Lane, Prestwood, 
Great Missenden. Bucks, at 
£8.95. 

There are any number of 
chess programs available, and 
several versions of back- 

Flexible interface 
sought for Spectrum 

Spectrum? I have information on the 
Datafax interface but would prefer a 
more flexible one with on-board 
memory for the running of programs. 
I would prefer a 5.2Sin drive with 
200K phis storage capacity. 
DGraig, 
Tarland, Aberdeenshire. 

A There are quite a number of 
disk interfaces for the Spec¬ 

trum around, although it’sonly 
recently that the larger manu¬ 
facturers have got involved. It’s 
difficult to know exactly what 
you mean by 'flexible’ as you 
could either want a highly 
sophisticated system or one 
that doesn't interfere too much 
with your existing programs. 

All disk interfaces will inter¬ 
fere with the running of prog¬ 
rams to some extent and broad¬ 
ly speaking, the more sophisti¬ 
cated the system, the more it's 
liable to interfere (cue—wave 
on wave of letters from inter¬ 
face manufacturers claiming 
the contrary ). 

At the not too sophisticated 
but relatively efficient end of 
the market there’s the Timex 
drive and interface (issue 89). 
This is a 3in drive, but we’re not 

too sure why you want 5.25in in 
the first place 

We’ve also seen a prototype of 
the Abbeydale system (avail¬ 
able from Watford Electronics, 
0923-40588/37774). This is a bit 
more at the professional end of 
the market (although Timex 
intends to put CP/M onto its 
drives in the future) and will 
handle just about any drive you 
want to use. PCN should be 
testing the finished product 
soon. 

You might also like to take a 
look at the Opus system (01-701 
8668) which again will take a 
variety of different-Bized 
drives. We haven’t seen one as 
yet, but if Opus would care to 
send one. . . 

There are a few other systems 
that have been out for a while. 
The Viscount, for example, 
used to be sold by Spectrum, but 
its original operating system 
was quite clumsy, and we 
haven't seen the revised ver¬ 
sion. 

We suggest you choose bet¬ 
ween Opus, Abbeydale and 
Timex, if only because these 
drives stand the best chance of 
getting software support. 

Amstrad address 
causes confusion 
fVou published an article which 
y vt the address of the R0M 
rountine sea mw mu as aacao. This, it 
was claimed, is the same as decimal 
50395. Please can you explain how 
o« earth you get this? Every time I try 

17331.1 am sure there must be 
many other readers who are as 
confused as I am. 
LWCax, 
Gravesend, Kent. 

A Oops. That 50395 should 
have been 48205, but that 

doesn't answer your question. 
Bascially. the Amstrad's print 
function doesn’t work properly 
for numbers greater than 
32767 

It deals with 16-bit signed 
integers and in this system the 
top bit (bit 15) is used to signify 
a negative number. Therefore a 
number over 32767 will be 
taken as negative because its 
MSB is set. 

There are many ways to get 
your Amstrad to tell you the 
correct decimal equivalent of 
large hex numbers. The sim¬ 
plest is to add negative results 
to 65536, so 65536 + (-17331) 
gives 48205. 

Shop around for the 
64 best buys 91 am going to buy a Commodore 

64 and tape deck plus a joystick 
some games but don't know how 

to go about it 
Jackie, 
Mot ting ham, SE9. AToget the best deal you need 

to do quite a bit of shopping 
around. 

Although the recommended 
retail price for the Commodore 
64 is £230, with some careful 

tiivs, ifeusoaut 
■, 32 
Bu.,- *. Imll •' 

hunting you should be able to 
find one for as little as £199. 

The best places to look are the 
big chain stores, Dixons, W H 
Smith, Boots, etc. You should 
also be able to pick up some free 
leaflets from the stores giving 
you full information on the 
machine and its software and 
peripherals including all the 
prices. 

Compromises when 
choosing a micro 
fV am contemplating purchasing 
Wefther a Commodore 64 or an 
Amstrad CPC 444. 

Since I already know a little 6502 
assembly language I think the 
Commodore may be more suitable. 
However. I intend to purchase disk 
drives later on and the ones supplied 
by Commodore are reputedly very 
slow. Also, might Commodore neg¬ 
lect the 64 in favour of its two new 
machines | 

On the other hand many maga¬ 
zines are starting to publish articles 
and games listings for the Amstrad 
and all say how good the machine is. 

I want to use the machine for 
playing games and for some serious 

A When a new machine is 
launched it takes quite a 

while for the software industry 
to learn its ins and outs. This 
means it can be a while before 
much software becomes avail¬ 
able. This is where the Com¬ 
modore wins over the Amstrad, 
as it has reams of extremely 
good titles available. 

The Amstrad has quite a way 
to go before it catches up so, if 
you want lots of games avail¬ 
able now, the 64 looks like the 
one to go for. And Commodore’s 
two new machines won’t dent 
the popularity of the 64 enough 
to stop the company’s support 
for it. 

On the other hand, once the 
Amstrad disk drive is available 
it will be able to run existing 
CP/M software. This means 
that you’ll be able to use 
business and development 
programs that are already 
established favourites on busi¬ 
ness machines, as well play 
games on it. Obviously, the 
Amstrad's Z80 processor means 
learning a new language but 
this shouldn't be too difficult. 
Only you can decide which 
compromises to make. 
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DISK MANAGER 
GOES ON FILE 

1 Cet year 64'» IMtt wader control wWi these poworhd dtafc utMbee. DorM Joses’ package performs thapJo and dWBcaft tasfcsl~l Here is a collection of powerful disk C—copies one or more Hies on a single G and H — are exact opposites, locking 
utilities for the Commodore 64 and disk system. It uses memory from and unlocking disk files respectively. 
1541 disk drive. The utilities are $1000-$FFF for storing the file before This is a little-known featureofthe 1541 

strung together in one package, very copyingit.Thismeansitcopiesfilesof96 disk drive, and normally difficult to 
much like the Apple FID program or blocks or less, although this limit can be implement. Locked files are displayed 
Atari DOS. Some of the options allow altered by actuating the buffer value in witha’<’nexttothefiletype,eg'PRG<\ 
you to perform simple tasks (rename, line 100. IfDtsAAfanagerisaskedtocopy When a file has been locked any attempt 
validate etc), but some perform func- a file when the file name already exists it to scratch it is ignored, although 
tionsthat would otherwise be difficult eg asks for a new name, or gives you the SAVE(a is still effective, 
restoring deleted files. option to skip that particular file K — is almost a self-contained prog- 

Thereare 11 main options excluding D — scratches files from the disk, but ram. It is a simple block editor that 
Q uit manager. A, I and J are self- unlike the normal wildcard scratch it allows the user to edit any disk block in 
explanatory, and the following are the asks for permission before scratching eitherASCIIorHex. Whenexecuted,the 
more exotic commands: each file. option displays the entire 256-byte 

B — restores previously scratched E — is a useful option that displays the block, and using the cursor allows the 
files. It searches the disk for all scratch- start/end addresses for PRG files, or just user to type over bytes. As with the Basic 
ed files, and if they can be retrieved, you the exact file length for USR and SEQ editor. Return must be pressed to fix the 
are asked if you want to regenerate each files. changes. To change the disk block the 
file in turn. If one or more files has been F — has four sub-options, and allows cursor must be positioned over the 
reclaimed, the B option will validate the the user to format the whole disk, erase Write Block’ phrase, and again Return 
disk to fix the BAM (Block Availability just the sub-directory, and test the disk must be pressed. The Quit option works 
Map> before exiting. surface for bad blocks. just the same. 
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When in Hex mode, inverse text mode 
is used to show where individual bytes 
start — apart from this visual aid it has 
no other function. In ASCII mode solid 
circles represent characters that cannot 
be displayed (non-ASCII codes). A hol¬ 
low circle is used to show CHR$<160>, 
which DOS V2.6 uses to pad out 
filenames—a useful character to be able 

to enteridisplay. 
L — does three things: tidies up a disk 

directory ; purges deleted files and sorts 
the directory alphabetically or by file 
type. The purge option erases all trace of 
previously deleted files from the direc¬ 
tory — purged/sorted files cannot be 
recovered with utility B. The sort used is 
a crude bubblesort — more than adequ¬ 

ate for an application like this. 

How it works 
Disk manager relies on the U1 and U2 
disk commands for reading and writing 
sectors. Options B, G and H modify the 
file type marker (the first byte of a 
directory entry). This is set to zero when 
a file is deleted, and when ORed with 64 
causes the file to be locked. The copy 
command merely treats PRG, SEQ and 
USR files as sequential files and reads 
them as just a string of characters. 

Any sequential type file can be read by 
opening the file and using INPUT £ 
commands eg OPEN 2,8,2,“filename, 
P,R” will open a PRG file for reading. 

Note that Disk Manager is set up for 
1541 drives using device 8. It can send 
outputs to device 4 (CBM printer), and 
these values can be altered by editing 

line 100. 
The machine language routines are 

used by options A and C for reading and 
writing sequential disk files into the 
temporary buffer — they are poked into 

memory at $C000. W 

In ASCII mode, solid circles represent characters 
that cannot be displayed (non-ASCII codes). 



m UTPUT: MEMOTECH 
J _J V I T M- J 111 

MOOLIVIDLY I UlXt 
Program 2 

Listen to DJ Miles’advice 

on machine code sound and your 

MTX will soon be warbling 

Thanks for the memory .. 

The Memotech MTX series produces 
sound using the Texas Instruments 
SN76489A chip — the integrated 

circuit used to great effect by BBC Basic. 
MTX Basic, unfortunately, does not 
stretch to 14 parameter music envelopes 
like the Beeb, but it does offer frequency 
and volume control through the SOUND 
statement. Continuous music may be 
played into a sound buffer, but the 
maximum number of notes per channel 
allowed is only 256, and this fills more 
than 12K of RAM. 

Machine code, on the other hand, can 
be used for sound with the advantage of 
making efficient use of memory. Data 
must be sent to the chip through output 
port 6 and strobed in via input port 3. The 
destination of this data is one of eight 
registers which control the frequency 
and volume for the three tone generators 
and the noise generator i see table 1). 

Volume is controlled by passing a 
nibble to the respective attenuators. A 
volume level of zero is the loudest, and 
14 is the softest. If the bit pattern repre¬ 
senting 15 is sent, the sound is switched 
off. It is not necessary to program the 
volume of the channel whenever the 
frequency is changed (as in Basic) but no 
sound is output if no level has been set. 

Frequency isaltogether different. The 
tone channels require ten bits of in¬ 
formation to produce a sound. This data 
is related to the frequency produced by 
the formula: Frequency = 4,000,000 / 
(32* Data). 

A list of notes, frequencies and their 
equivalent data numbers is given in 
table 2. It’s useful to remember that 
doubling these numbers produces the 
same notes one octave lower, and 
halving these numbers raises the scale 
by one octave. Sound is a handy 
subroutine which simplifies the task of 
transferring bytes to the sound proces¬ 
sor. It must be entered with Z80 register 
C containing the chip’s destination 
register and register pair HL containing 
the data to send. Program 1 demon¬ 

strates how it is used. It emits a simple 

[ Table 1 
Renter Contents 
0 Channel 0 Frequency 
1 Channel 0 Volume 
2 Channel 1 Frequency 
3 Channel 1 Volume 
4 Channel 2 Frequency 
5 Channel 2 Volume 
6 Channel 3 Shift Rate 
7 Channel 3 Volume 
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'laser-gun' noise by repeatedly changing 
the frequency of a tone channel. 

Program 2 proves how simple it is to 
play tunes with this subroutine by 
playing a few bars of a familiar tune. It 
occupies only 200 bytes of memory, 
which is about 14 times more efficient 
than the equivalent Basic program 
using a sound buffer. 

The data for the tune is held after label 
START in the format note, length, note, 
etc. Any suitable music could be placed 
at that address so long as it ends with the 
number 255) which tells the program to 
return to Basic. There is, of course, no 
limit to the length of the music, and the 
program could easily be adjusted to 
perform some other task during the 
delay between notes. ^ 

Table 2 

Note Frequency Data 
(Hertzl 

C 264 475 
c# 278 450 
D 294 425 
Eb 312 400 
E 334 375 
F 358 350 
F# 370 338 
G 400 313 
G# 416 300 
A 454 275 
Bb 476 263 
B 500 250 

Program 1 

e CODE 
800/ LD HL.0 
800A LD C,1 
800C CALL SOUND 
800F LD C,0 
8011 LOOP DEC HL 
8012 CALL SOUND 
8015 JP LOOP 
8018 SOUND PUSH BC 
8819 PUSH HL 
801H LD A,L 
801B AND 15 
801D PPC C 
801F RPC C 
8021 RPC C 
8023 RPC C 
8025 ADO A,C 
8026 SET / A 
8028 BIT 4/A 
802A OUT (6), A 
802C IN A,<3> 
802E JP NZ/BUT 
8031 SPL H 
8033 PP L 
8035 SPL H 
8037 PP L 
8039 SPL L 
8038 SPL L 
803D LD A,L 
803E OUT <6>.A 
8040 IN A,<3> 
8042 BOT POP HL 
8043 POP BC 
8044 RET 

Symbols 
SOUND8018B0T8042 

| LOOP8011 _ 

8WD 
8010 TOP 
8011 
8013 
8016 
8018 
8019 
801R 
8818 
80 1C 
80 ID 
801F 
8822 
8023 
8824 
8025 
8828 
8029 
802A 
8828 
8028 DELAY 
802F 
8031 LP 
8832 
8033 
8034 
8035 
803/ 

8044 VOLUME 

LD DE.START 
LD HL , 0 
CALL VOLUME 
LD A,< DE > 
CP 235 
JP Z,END 
LD H,0 
LD L,A 
INC DE 
LD H.(DE) 
LD BA 
INC DE 
LD C,0 
CALL SOUND 
INC C 
INC C 
ADD HL.HL 
CALL SOUND 
INC C 
INC C 
ADD HL HL 
CALL SOUND 
PUSH 6C 
LD 8.0 
PUSH BC 
PUSH BC 
POP BC 
PUP BC 
DJNZ LP 
POP BC 
DJNZ DELAY 
JP TOP 
LD HL/15 
CALL VOLUME 
PET 
LD G 1 
CHLL SOUND 
INC C 
INC C 
CALL SOUND 
INC C 
INC C 
CHLL SOUND 
PET 
PUSH BC 
PUSH HL 
LD A.L 
AND 13 
PPC C 
PPL C 
PPC C 
PPC C 
HDD A/C 
SET /,A 
BIT 4,A 
OUT v 6 >■A 
IN A.< 3> 
JP NZ/BUT 
SPL H 
PP L 
SPL H 
PP L 
SPL L 
SRL L 
LD A/L 
OUT <6>.A 
IN A/<3> 
P'JP HL 
POP BC 
PET 

885/ 
8059 
8058 
8051' 
805F 
8061 
8062 
8064 
80*6 
8066 
806H 
8060 
806F 
80/1 
80/3 
80/5 
80// 
80/9 
80/A 
80/C 
80/E BOT 
80 /F 
8080 
8081 START 06 150.128.123/0.113.128, 
100.192,89,64.190.128.113<0.131,1287 
169.19 2.150.64.131.128-125,0,150. 
128.1,5.130/192/169/64.158/128.131.0? 
169-128.280 

» 060,150,128/125.0/113? 
128, 100.192.89.64.100.1Z8.113,0. 131'. 
128,169 192,150.64.131,128,125,192. 
131,64,150,128,156.192.175.64.136V 
128.150.0/1.5,1500 

255 
80D2 RET 

Symbols 
STAPT8081VOLUME8044 SOUND8054DELAY802E 
T OP8010END303O LP8031BOT807E 



$ UTPUT: BBC 

n Apple Orchard you are engaged in a 
desperate mission to save as many 

I apples as possible before the arrival of 
a hurricane. So if you didn’t know it was 
Be Kind to Defenceless Fruit Week, you 

do now . . . 
Fortunately, you’re mechanised — 

you have three buggies that you use to 
tear round your orchard. But the local 
vandals have scattered tacks around, so 
you also have to avoid crashing, and fuel 
is limited, so watch the gauge V 

IOSCS Apple Orcnard. .. 
20BEM By Ml Ilia* Pram. 
SOSES !*S4. November. . 

APPLE 
ORCHARD 

. pcs . 

*098-4900 
70(0PT0:ldac229:ldxei:lDy(0:JSS *fff* 

ISTSU 
80CALL1900 
POD IS ecolSI,*ntr tel ISO,code 10 

lOOSOOC7:PSOCeieembIe 
IIOPBOCInat 

ISOSEPEAT 
lAOPBOCvariadi.i 
170MODE 2: VDU231S2021010101 
ISOSEPEAT 
IPOPSOClnlt 
200PSOCscreen 
210.8-9;y%-13 
220IP icraan-l PBOCj tn*l* 
230PB0C*»— 
240UMTtLdeeth 

26OS0DC7 
270PBOC11*t_4 e»e 
2S0UNTILFALSC 
290: 
300DCP PSOC peme 
310SCPEAT 
3204u*l-4u9l-l 
330IF due1*0 PSOCdeets:4uel»200 
340PS0Ckeye 
330C0L0UB7:PS J NT TAS(4,2*11»e ore 
3A0PSINT TAD(4,30)14 ueII* * 
370po*8-FN*C r n< .8. yB) 
380IF po*3-134 OS poe\-134 die-TRUE EL 

SE IF po*8-!33 PSOCcollect 
390UNTIL4I9-TPUE OS »core*40*screen 
400IFdle-TSuC THENPBOCdaatn ELSE PSOCn 

4IOCNDPSOC 
420: 
430DEFPS0C»eitiT> 
44OF0Bd*layB-0T0T 
4S0NEXT delays 
440ENDPS0C 
470: 
480DEFPS0Ckeye 
490VDU17,7,31,*3,yS,226 
SOOPBOC-aitlepeiei 
3I0IF INKEY<-|7I THEN PSOC044 
320IF INKEY *-82* THEN PSOCon 
330IF INKEY<-21 PSOCdreeie 
340IFINKEYI-*?) THEN e*-T 
330IFINKEY l-98» THEN »9-*l*4f 
3A0IFINKEYI-73I THEN eM'loen- 
370IFINKEY I-1031 THEN -*--up- 
S80VOU17,0,31. «%. yS,223 
590IF •••■riakt' THEN >%•>%•! 
400IF .•••left' THEN .8-.31 
dIOIF ■•-•doan- THEN yS-yS-l 
A20IF ■•-‘up- THEN y%>y%’l 
*30: 
*40IF m%< 1 >%•! 
*301F ■%>18 >S>I8 
**01F yS<3 yS-3 
*70IF yS>27 y»-27 
A80CNDPS0C 
*90: 
700DCFPS0C screen 
7I0CLS 
720C0L0UK* 
730VDO31. *. 1.227,228,229,234,23*. 228.2 

33 
740IF display THEN ENDPSOC 
730PS0Cll»*.prlnt 
7*0C0L0US7:PSINTTADI0,29I“APPLES"I scor 

*1 TAB 1101"BEST"I SCO 10) 
770VBU17.133.17,I 
780PSINTTAB(0,21 STB1N0S(20.CHSS2231 
790PSINTTAB10,28)STSINOS 120,CHBS223) 
POOF OB A-3 TO 27 

FWyowrtlifaa WWiaiiiPr>w,»fa»t-actio«it 

ImtnicUo— aw in tin pnyia_ 

Program notes 

ACTION 

REM statements 
Assembler to disable the 
Escape key. 
DIMension arrays for hall 
of fame and reserves space 
for the assembler routine 
which is at the end of the 
program. 
MODE 7. Calls up the 
Assembler routine. 
Calls instructions and the 
PROCedure which defines 
the user definable 
characters, and the 
PROCedure which 
displays them. 
Game’s main loop. Sets up 
screen and initialises the 
variables. 

300-410 PROCedure which handles 
the buggy and score etc. 
Delay loop embedded in a 
PROCedure which in turn 
passes a parameter to the 

loop. 
Scans keyboard and takes 
appropriate action when a 
key is pressed. Checks 
position of buggy and sets 
up boundaries for it. 
Sets up screen, plots apples 

etc. 
Defines some variables. 

1090-1120 Prints how many lives you 
have left. 

1140-1230 PROCedure which handles 
death. 

1250-1340 PROCedure which handles 
everything when an 
orchard is cleared, ie 
resetting variables and so 

700-950 

970-1030 

810P8INTTABI0,AICM9S223 
820PBINTTAB <19,A)CMB8223 
8304CXT A 
840V0UI7,128,17,7 
830B8INTTAB(0,30)-FUEL-:B8INTTAB(I0,30 

i-0BCHABD-I*cr**«l 
8A0C0L0UR3 
870F0B obit-0 TO *er**r>»2-20 
880BBINTTAB <BND <- . 

B90NEXT obit 
9O0VDUI7.2 
9I0F08 appla 

D<23)*2)ICMR92 

970DEFPR0Cvi 

10004 uaI-200 
lOIOip-9:»cr#*n-l 
1020a*-"rl *nt ■ 

I09ODEFPP0C11V9_prtnt 
1100C0L0UP7 
I IIOPBINTTAB12,1)STBINO*11 I,CHP*233) 
1 I20ENDPR0C 
1130: 
Il40D£FPP0Cd#*th 
11SOVOU31, *8, yB,224 
1 1*01 I-I I - I : IF l l-0THENd4*tti-TRUE 
1170IF 4u91-0 AND scort 10 THEN *COr*-< 

IOP9-I0 
II80F0B mound-170 TO 13 STEP-2 
1I90S0UNDEI2,3,sound,2 

I200NEXT sound 
1210990C1Iv*_prInt 
I22OBB0C-I\t(30001 
1230CNDPR0C 
1240: 

12SOVOU31,• %,y3,22* 
1270*CP99n-*cr**n«1:*p-*p-1:IF*p<-0*p-0 
1280PRINTT AB <1,15)-OBCHABD •I*Cr*#«-lI" 
FINISHED- 
12904u*1-200 
1300F0Bmc-13TO*O 
1310SOUND3.3, me, I 
1B20NEXTInc 
l330PR0C-*lt110000) 

1330! 

1370BEST09E1490 
I380F0R die-30 TO 0 BTEB-I 
139080UND3,2, d*c, 1 
I400NEXT d*c 
1410PBOC«alt12000) 
I420VDU17,8,31,3,13:FBINT• 'SPACE' 
I43OBEPEATUNTIL0ET-A8C- * 

1430: 
14*0DEF FN*crnl«8,y8> 
l470VDU31,«8,/3 
1480CALL cod* 
1490-7*70 

1310DCFPBOCd*4in* 
1320VDU23,223,0,231,23I.231,0,239,239, 

>4,42,0,72,0 
1.247,247,0,223,2 

!S 
1330VDU23,22*,189,231,189,3*.*0,189,233 

194.194.130.130.1 

194.194.232.130.1 

1340VDU23,227,234,242 
30,234 

1370VDU23,228.232,242 
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1360-1440 PROCedure which is called 
up when the player has 
ruined all the buggies. 

1460-1490 See 2850-2940. 
1510-1690 Defines characters and 

envelopes for the sound 
effects. 

1710-1750 Filling the arrays with 
data for the hall of fame. 

1770-1860 Displays characters. 
1880-2070 Name entry routine. An 

OSWORD call is made with 
the accumlator set to zero. 
This method is also used by 
Acomsoft etc. 

2750-2830 
2850-2940 

Hall of fame. 
Instructions. 
Space bar routine. 
On/Off sound routines. 
Freeze routine. 
Updating of number of 
apples collected. 
Music routine. 
An Assembler routine 
which returns the ASCII 
code of the character at the 
cursor position. It makes an 
OSBYTE call with the 
accumulator set to 135. It 
also uses the only Function. 

30.130 
I900VDU23.229,124,130,120,102,102,102,2 

42,124 
1900V0U23,230,0,0,24,24,24,124,0,0 
14OOV0U23,231,24,124,230,230,247,247,12 

4,40 
1410VDU23,232,0,0,14,14,0,0,0,0 
1420VDU23,233,0.90,124,40,40,124,00,0 
1430VDU23,234,104,104,104,242,294,130,1 

30.130 
1440V0U23.239,292,242,I04,I04,104,130,1 

30,292 
1490VDU23.234,124,242.194.194,294,130,1 

14A0ENVEL0PE1,128,21,0,-12,4,9,7,77,- 17 
,0,-11,120,73 
1470ENVEL0PE2,1,-0,0,1,9,2,40,41,-1,-1, 

-4,124,124 
1400ENVEL0OE3,1,0,0,0,1.1.1.124,-4,-1,- 

4,124,0 
1490ENVEL0PE4,3,0,0,0,0,0,0,124,-I.0,-9 

.124,0 
1700: 
1710404 loop-0 TO 7 
17200lootr iaa*toop413l-*W.P.Sodt. .. • 
1730«co11oop)•400-9041oop 
17«0NEXT loop 
l-’SOCNDPOOC 
1740! 
|->?ODCFPROCdiaplay 
170041«play-TRUE 
|790PR0Cacraan 
1000VDUI7,139,17,1,31,9,4,229,229,31,9, 

9,223,31,0,3,17,128,17,7:PRINT-Wall.* 
1010VDU17,2,31,3,0,231,17,7,31,8,0:PRIN 

1820VDU17,3,31,3,11,224,17,7,31,0,11:00 
lMT-Ouooy.- 
1830VDU17.7,31,9,14,230,3I,0,14:POINT-T 

ack.' 
1040VDU17,0,31.1,17:PRINT-PRESS THE SPA 

CEOAR- 
10900EPEATUHT1L0ET-32 

1070: 
lOOODEFPROCaaoand 
I890IF acora<-acoI 71 EHDPOOC 
lPOOF00 1-7 TO 0 STEP-1 
I410IF tcorf>»coi11 Then acoiI*11-acocI 

):0lantr taa*11*1>4131-Olantr144*14191:1ft 

1920NEXT I 
1930 aco Uul-tcort 
1940PO Z NT T AO <0,21CHOO134•HELL SOME '• 
l930PRINTTAB<B,3ICHRO132* ———— • 
1440P0INTTAB <2,91CHOO124-YOU PICKED ENO 

UGH APPLES’ 
I970P01NTTA310,7ICHOOl31-TO OUALIFY F00 
THE HALL OF FAME •• 
1900POINTTAO19,101-PLEASE ENTER YOUR NA 

ME. • 
1990VDU31,9.12.131,197,132,31,24,12,194 

.31.9.12 
20004FX19 0 
2010'S900-antrlaa«*I,419 
202070902-14 
203074903-32 
204074904-127 
2090X4-0:V4-49:A4-0 
2040CALL4FFF1 
2070ENDPROC 
2000: 
2090DCFPR0C11 at_« as# 
2IOOPROCan«»4«d 
21I0CLS 
2120PRINTCHOO134 CHR4141 TAD<12)“APPLE 

2130P0INTCHOOl34 CHR9141 TAt(12)’APPLE 

2I40P01NTCHP4131 CH04141 TAO(121*HALL 0 
F FANE..- 

2190PRINTCHOOl31 CH0014I TAOl121-HALL 0 
F FANE..* 

2160PRINTCHOOl33 TAO<121*1984 W.P.Sodt. 

21OOVDU32,32,I*49,44:PR1NTTA0141 Iaco <11 
ITA01121 *... * 101 antrIaa*1419)* 
2I90NEXT 1 
2200PRINTTA1(1,23 < CHOOl34-Praaa tha SPA 

CE BAR to raplay..*1 
22I0REPEATUNT1L0ET-ASC* • 
2220ENDPROC 
2230: 
22400EFPO0CInot 
229OV0U31,0,1,147 
2240P0INT "4' I 7'1 4*0 9 j 4’1 7'l 7*4- 
22TOVDU31,0,2,147 
2200PRINT-9 j up: 9 upl up* up: 3 j* 
2290VDU3l,0,3,147 
2300PRlNT-ap: 9 , apO 9 j 9 j 9 j up4- 
2310VDLI31,9,9,134, 73,70,03,04,02,09,47, 

04,73,79,70,03,31,9,4,131 
2320PRINT • 
2330PR1NT- GREAT BRITAIN haa juat baan > 

ndoraad by a uaathar atatlon In Aaartca 
that a hurrtcana la haallnf thta nay 
. It la 4ua to roach tha aouth o« Ena 
land In roufhly diva houra.*’ 
2340PRINT-Y0U ARE tha onnar o« an applo 
orchard. You auat driva your buosy aro 

und tha orcharda col tact m3 aa aany 4 
pplaa aa poaaibla badora you craah 3 b 
ufolaa.-' 

2390P0INT*Thia la dairly aaay to do aa 
tyra - pi arc m3 tada hava baan apra 
ad ovary - «hara by tha local vandala.** 

2340P80Capaca 
2370P0INT-YOU*RE lual la liaitad aleo. 

Id you run out od dual than you Mill 
loaa a bu99y and drop 10 applaa.** 
2380PRINT-UHEN YOU hava collactad 40 ap 

plaa you hava claarad an orchard and y 
ou Mill prooraaa onto tha naiohbourin 
0 ona, but tha hurncana la naan-a 
and you could Mail loaa tha raat od y 
our orcharda. So uorfc hard ••• 

2390PRINT-IF YOU hava collactad anou9h 
applaa than you Mill ba aakad to ant 
or your naaa in tha hall od daaa.* 

24O0PR0C a pac a 
241OPRI NT-THE NUMBER od buROlaa you hav 

a I a* t la diaplayad In tha top ladt han 
d eornar od tha acraan.-1 

2420PRINT•TAO1111CHROl29-CONTROLS:- * 
2430PRINTTA0I I0ICHR9132-—————• 
2440PR1NT * TAO101CHROl29*2 - Ladt. X - R 

•Oht.* 
2490PRINTTA0 101 CHROl29 -4 - Up. 9 - Do 

24A0PR1NTTADI3ICHR4129-0 - Sound odd. S 
- Sound on.* 
2470PRINTTA0121 CHROl29-CTRL - Fraaia. 

SHIFT - Undraaca.- 
2480PR0C a paca 
2490ENDPROC 
2900: 
29IODEFPROCapaca 
2920PRINTTAD11,231CHROl34*Praaa tha SPA 

CE BAR to contlnua.* 
2930RCPCATUNTILOCT-32 
2940CLS 
2990PRINT• 
2940ENDPR0C 
2970: 
2900DEFPR0Codd 
299O4FX2I0 I 
2400ENDPR0C 
2410: 
2420DEFPR0Con 
243O4FX2I0 0 
2440ENDPR0C 
2490: 
2440DEFPR0C d r aaIa 
2470REPEAT UNTIL INhfYI-ll 
2400ENDPR0C 
2490: 
2700DEFPR0Ccoltact 
27l0acora*acora*l 

2740: 
2790DEFPR0Cj mala 
2740REST0RE 2030 
2770F0R jinala-l TO 0 
2700RCAD pitch,duration 
2790S0UND3.4.pitch,duration 
2000NEXT jmala 
20l0PR0CM4it(90001 
2020ENDPR0C 
2830DATA 93,8,03.3.79,4,03,4,43.6,99,9, 

43,2,47,9 
2040: 
2O90DEFPROC aaaaab I a 
2040oabyta-SFFF4 
20 TOPS-COda 
2880COPT 0 
2090LDACI39 
2900JSR oabyta 
2910STX ST© 
2920RTS 
29301 
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BREAKING 
AND 

ENTERING 
The last thing you want to happen wtth your commercial software is 

for someone etsa to break Into the totfaig and copy ft. Using Stuart 
Ntelioas’rwittiiawWIsnsnrs that your Spactnww listings ars sab. 

vm m \\ 
■ 

interpretation of a statement has been 
made at address lB76h and takes the 
form: 

DEFB 14H 
1B7DH (cont) 
The call 1FS4H instruction checks the 
break keys and, if there is no carry, calls 
the error handling routine RST 8. 

The error handling routine resets the 
stack and so on, and then jumps to the 
routine whose start address is indicated 
by the system variable ERR-SP 23613/4, 
normally 1303h. This prints the error/ 
code etc and sets up the continue 
parameters. 1303h is placed in the 
address held in the system variable 
ERR-SP at the start of running a Basic 
program, and is, in fact, the first address 
on the machine stack, but ERR-SP 
address can move around in memory 
with the build up of the gosub stack. 

It is, however, possible to alter this to 
send the error routine elsewhere, and 
this is what most programmers use to 
send the error handling routine to an 
address in ROM which will cause a 
crash. 

If you are a bit more selective, you can 
send the error routine back to address 
lB7Dh and continue with the program 
as though nothing had happened. This is 
not a simple case of putting lB7Dh into 
the address held in ERR-SP, as on return 
from the error handling routine the 
stack will be incorrectly set up without 
1 B7Dh as the ERR-SP return address. In 
fact, it will end up with lB76h as the 

ERR-SP return address and the gosub 
stack corrupted. 

Reset the stack 
What you need is a very small machine 
code routine to reset the stack each time 
break is pressed, with address 1 B7Dh as 

the error return address as follows: 

^programmers wishing to write com- 
■^mercial software in Basic often find 
I that there is no real protection 
against anyone breaking into the prog¬ 
ram, examining the listings and copying 
any special routines that they may have 
produced. 

Many methods have been put forward 
to protect Basic programs The most 
successful involve some routine to dis¬ 
able the break keys, but they all have the 
fault of causing a crash if break is used, 
which can be annoying if the keys are hit 

accidentally. 
To overcome this I developed a routine 

that makes Basic programs unbreak¬ 
able, unmergeable and thus unlistable 
and, what is more, requires no know¬ 
ledge of machine language although it 
does use a five-byte machine code 
routine. It also ignores many error 
reports, continuing with the program if 
they are found. 

Error handling 
To explain how this is achieved, we must 
first examine the Spectrum ROM to find 
just how and where the break keys are 
read during the running of a Basic 
program. This happens after the correct 

and set up ERR-SP with the address 
loop. Machine code programmers will 
see that this will put address LOOP+3 
as the future return address from error 
routine (that is the instruction jk 
loop) ensuring that the stack is 
correctly set up for further break key 
presses. 

This five-byte routine can be placed 
anywhere in memory and the address 
held in ERR-SP, poked with the start 
address of the routine. As an example, 
wecanuseaLINE 1 REM statement and 

assume the start address to be 23760d, 
with no Microdrivets) connected. So the 
Basic program will start with Listing 1. 

Line 1 holds the machine code poked in 
by the direct commands and Line 10 sets 
up the address in ERR-SP to hold 
23760d. 

As an example of an unbreakable 
Basic program add Listing 2. 

When run, this program will be 

unbreakable, and even the out-of-screen 
error reports will be ignored when part 
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Listing 1 I Listing 2 
1 REM 00000 

POKE 23760,205:REM direct comroan 

POKE 23761,125:REM direct comman 

POKE 23762,27:REM direct command 60 PRINT 

POKE 23763,24:REM direct command EY" 

POKE 23764,251:REM directcommand 70 IF INI 

10LET A-PEEK 23613♦256*PEEK 2361 80 IF INf 

4: POKE A, 208 t POKE A»l,92_ 90 CLS : 

circles only are drawn. To make it I the use of stop in inputs. If this is used in I 
unmergeable.youmustsaveitasaCode normal numeric or string variable 

20 FOR A-l TO 100 

30 LET X*RND*256: LET Y»RND*17 

6: LET R*RND*(256-X> 

40 CIRCLE X,Y,R 

50 NEXT A 

60 PRINT AT 11,10J"PRESS ANY K 

70 IF INKEY**"" THEN GO TO 70 

80 IF INKEY*< >■■ THEN GO TO 80 

90 CLS : GO TO 20_ 

program, so add Listing 3. inputs, the program will stop with no 
Other points to watch for are that line way of restarting. This happens because 

100 retains the ERR-SP address; line the break will have occurred at address 
110 pokes ERR-SP with a value that will 21D0hand not lB76h. Any other illegal 
cause a crash if break is used while input will be ignored. 
loading the program, while line 120 
finds the end of the Basic program. 

This is not a problem because anyone 
using stop as an input wants to break 

Line 130 saves the Basic with the into your program in order to list or copy 
system variables so that it will auto run. it and must suffer the consequence of 
The correct address for ERR-SP is reset having to switch off the Spectrum and 
inlinel40,sothatlinel0willbecorrect. start again. No point feeling guilty 
To save the program enter goto ioo as a about this little trick, 

direct command and to load the program Finally, input line should be avoided 
you must now use load “basic” code or as there is no error trapping of inputs in 

load “"code. the ROM and as such this command may 
There is one final point to watch for — lead to the program lianging up'. F 

Easier word count 
Following on Mike Lewis’ article on 
adding a word count to Tasword 2 
(issue 88) the following routine may 
be of interest. It does away with the 
need to peek and poke initial and 
final values, and can be placed 
anywhere in free memory. 

Once you’ve either entered the 
assembly listing (below) or poked the 
values in the decimal dump into 
memory, all you need do is return to 
Basic from Tasword then enter print 
user start address. An accurate word 
count should be produced in a couple 
of seconds. 

Listing 3 
100 LET LO-PEEK 23613: LET HI*P 

EEK 23614 

110 POKE 23613,0: POKE 23614,0 

120 LET B*PEEK 23653<-256*PEEK 2 

3654 

130 SAVE "BASIC-CODE 23552,B-23 

552 

140 POKE 23613,LO: POKE 23614,H 

I : RUN_ 

Decimal Dump 
33, 0, 125, 1, 0, 0, 17, 0, 64, 126 
254, 32, 32, 12, 30, 0, 35, 21, 32 
245, 124, 254, 205, 32, 237, 201, 123 
61, 40, 242, 3, 28, 24, 238 

Tim decimal damp cm bapofcad into fraam ry to gWe a word count routine. 

Assembly Listing 

0010 LD HL,32000d 
0020 LD BC,0000h 
0030 L3 LD DE,4000h 

0040 L2 LD A,(HL) 
0050 CP 32d 
0060 JR NZ, LI 
0070 LD E,00h 
0080 L4 INC HL 
0090 DEC D 
0100 JR NZ.L2 
0110 LD A, H 
0120 CP CDh 
0130 JR NZ,L3 
0140 RET 

0150 LI LD A,E 
0160 DEC A 
0170 JR Z,L4 
0180 INC BC 
0190 INC E 
0200 JR L4 

Get start of text file. 
BC s word count,initially zero. 
D * Chrs. per line counter (64d) 
E = word flag 0 = space 1 = word 
Get current chrs from text 
and check for space code. 
If not space then Jump. 
Ensure space flagged. 
Move to next text chr. 
Decrease chr/line counter and 
check for end of line. 
If at end of line then 
check for end of text file 
ie HL s CDOOh 
If end of text file return to 
BASIC with BC * count. 
Check for flag * 0 .ie new word and 
if not then Jump back 
to main routine 
Increase word counter 
flag 'word found', E = 1 and 
Jump back. 
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0 UTPUT: AMSTRAD 

PICTURE 
THIS 

Colourful pictures can be stored in the 

The following utility for the Amstrad 
CPC464 allows pictures to be drawn 
in four colours (out of a possible 27) 

and be recreated in user programs. 
Pictures are stored from address 43902 

downwards in a picture buffer. Space 
must be reserved in the user program by 
the memoky command. 

Pictures are numbered from 0 up¬ 
wards. The picture currently being 
drawn can call up any previous picture 
and put it anywhere on the screen. The 
whole picture can then be re-drawn by 
clearing the screen and using the draw 
command. V 
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The commands 
p select a picture (0,1, etc.), 
d draw selected picture, 
f finish current picture and 

advance to next. Arrow 
keys . . . move the cursor. 

I mark start point for line or 
arc draw. 

• mark end point for lineor arc 
and draw it. 

r mark one corner for a rec¬ 
tangle. 

m mark opposite comer and 
draw filled rectangle. 

I partial infill function, 
tl mark first point of triangle. 
t2 mark second point of 

triangle. 
t3 mark third point and draw 

triangle. 
i clear screen, 
k re-draw a previous picture 
_number at cursor position. 

x delete last command. (Clear 
screen and draw using (d) 
command to see effect) 

b set border colour and the 
four ink colours. 

c select an ink for future 
drawing. 

g display coordinates of 
cursor. 

m display length of picture 
buffer space used so far. 

k save load picture buffer to 

cassette. 

Note: The routines from line toooonwards 
must be incorporated to use the pictures 
in other programs. To use, first use 
gosub 1*00 to load the picture buffer 
(after reserving space for it using the 
memory command. The <u> command 
will tell you how long the buffer is. Use a 
value of 43902 (minus this length). 
Pictures can then be drawn by setting 

pn« - picture number and doing kosub 
1700: G08UB 1000 

Program notes 
50-110 Program initialisation 

routine. 
130-170 wait for command and flash 

cursor. 
180-270 dispatch command 
280-960 activate the commands. 
1000-1520 main draw functions 

routine. 
1120-1130 draw line. 
1150-1190 draw rectangle 
1200-1310 draw arc. 
1320-1480 Routinetoallowshapestobe 

filled in. 
1490-1500 draw triangle. 
1510-1S20 draw another picture. 
1600-1620 routine for loading picture 

buffer. 
1700-1800 Routine for the selection of 
_pictures._ 



UTPUT: 

MIXED MODES 
OmJI Cwnhn cwpletes M» pm trow ImI bow, tMs wwk wWi the focus am the dhpliy fat 

Listing 

2191 FOR SND=I TO 36:READ AMS.BNS:SOUND 1,AMS,10,IB:FOR BB=1 TO BUS:NEXT BB:SETCOLOR 4,1,ANS:NEXT SND 

2200 DATA 121,5i,96,50,91,51,81,218,121,50,96,51,91,50,81,2H, 121,5*,96,S€,91,51,81,111,96,IN, 121,IN,9i 

2211 DATA IN,IIS,2*1,96,51,1,1,96,SB, 1IB,51,121,151,1,1,121,51,96,IN,81,111,1,1,Bl,50,91,151,96 

2221 DATA 51,91,SB,81,IN,96,IBB, 121,IN, 118,IBB, 121,3M,1,2 

2225 SOUND l,M,l:F0A T«1 TO 200:NEIT T 

2231 FOR P=1 TO 2O0:SETCOLOR 0,1,P:SOUND I,P,6,IMPOSITION 1,0:’ *6;*Y0U SCORED -jP;" POINTS* 

2241 IF P>SE THEN 2261 

2250 FOR T*1 TO 5:NEIT T:NEXT P 

"2 S'jJJJ" ™ 11 2"!*,T ' l.2» FOR ... .0 3= SOUND I.NETT . 

RESTORE llR5R:SfiftPHiCS W.MM |£* ZV " PKM5327,K,, "™" 

IS £ If PEEE.5327V.07 THE. RETURN 
10028 POKE DLlST*3,7l 

10030 READ A: IF A*999 THEN 10110 SI Js 2* 16-SOUND 8 g | |.M,fl 

IS II" position :,2=;«-«.«w 
!!;! JJIJ «7h « « « « S'S'S ,, 70020 POSITION 1,4:? 4b;’THE INSTRUCTIONS’* !IJ5 5. 5. 5. 5. 5, 5, 5, 5, 5, J 2H30 POSITION 3,6:? I6;*0PTI0N IF YES* 

JJU MMJ* J* J'S'S'S'IMJ 20040 POSITION 3,8:’ I6;*START IF NO"* 

j ' si! S' S’ s’!; M1 ’ 2,845 positioh i*i,s? w5,select if w0*™* 
;J8 J JJIJ ,1 l^2’2’2’2’2’2 20050 FOR I«1 TO 1000:FOR T=1 TO 255 

0 0 POKE DUST56*4 65 28,68 IF PEEK(53279,13 THE" R€TUftM 
: j! 4,„ 20070 IF PEEK(5J2791«6 THEN 163 

: „ ZT. “ ! .L 21175 1F PEEK(53279)=5 THEN AUM:60T0 162 
11130 PUKE DLI5T58+4,156 20080 SEm0R | . TjSOUNO 0,T,2,10:NEXT T:NE*T I 
10132 SETCOLOR 4,6,12:SETCOLOR 2,0,I2:SETCOLOR 0,6,4:SETCOLOR 1,0,4 -—— --- - --- 

10133 POKE 87,2:POSITION 0,0:’ 06;'SPACE DODGER DELUXE' I iI tw 

11.3* POSITION 0,2=7 o AND C.CORNELIUS* LhLlfne. in.nd Modify the PRINT 

10135 POSITION 8,1:’ 06;*BY*:POKE 752,1 statements, and you should see four 

10136 POKE 87,8:COLOR l:FOR l«l TO 320 STEP 5:PL0T I,2:DRANT0 I,36:NEXT 1 linesof#6GRAPHICS2atthetopofthe 

10137 FOR T*2 TO 41 STEP 7:PL0T 0,T: DRAMTQ 319,T:NEXT T screen, then 40 lines of GR.8 for your 

10140 SCREEN=PEEK(68) +PEEK(89)*256 hlg,h r®f lu^°n0 dra^,n^ 'the P‘ld l® 
..... crKrs-crBrtuw.M under the GR2 wr,t,n«) Finally, you 
10150 SCREEN-SCREEN+4*20 should get 11 lines of mode 0 for normal 

10160 SCREENsSCREEN+40«40 text writing. 

10170 HIBYTE*INT(SCREEN/256):L0NBYTE»SCREEN-HIBYTE*256 In line 10133 the program accesses 

10180 POKE 88,L0NBYTE:P0KE 89, HI BYTE GR*2 P0**"* location 87 with the 

10185 POKE 755,1: POKE 87,0:POSITION 2,0:’ ‘THE OBJECT OF THIS GAHE IS TO:* ^aph‘”r<^e n^v 

I..8S 7 -dodse THE HORSES Of alien snip,. Z™ ZtZ ZZZLTl 
10187 ’ 'AND DOCK NITH YOUR MOTHERSHIP’ * accessesGR.8bypokinglocation87with 

10188 ’ 'THIS IS NOT EASY,SO BE CARFULL" 8. Accessing GR.O isn’t so simple, as you 

10189 ? *T0 HELP YOU, YOU NILL FIND THAT THE* have to calculate where you want GR.O 

10190 ’ -MOTHER SHIP HAS A SPECIAL TRACKIN6' tostarton the screen d0140-«5).■ 

2 -OESICE TO ENSURE THAT TOO HOC* SAfLT1 * mpuTwhen Jh. di^l.y li.t is Hill on 

10192 ’ 'AND IF YOU DOCK,DO NOT REST"YOU NILL* screen: if the input is too long it may 

10193 ’ ‘FIND THE NEXT NAVE ALOT HARDER1 " !!•!* carry on to the bottom of the screen, and 

18200 ’ 'NHEN STARTING BE READY FOR ACTION AT* this won t look too pleasant. To see this, 

10202 ? *AT ANY MOMENT. HAPPY DOCKING"' run the program and break it during the 

10203 FOR T*1 TO 3: RESTORE 10220 Ligt ^ p^un and on the border 

10205 IF T*3 AND AU=1 THEN RETURN you’ll see black lines stretching from the 

10210 FOR P=l TO 25: READ DA, DB: SOUND 0,DA,1O,B:SOUND l,DA*2,10,8:SOUNO 2,DAM,10, left of the screen to the right. Once the 
8:SETCOLOR 4,1,DA 

10212 FOR D*0 TO D8»15:NEXT D:SOUND 1,0,0,0:NEXT P:SOUND 0,0,0,0 

10220 DATA 60,1,64,1,60,2,80,2,76,2,60,1,64,1,60,2,53,2,80,2,60,1,64,1,60,2,80,2 

10230 DATA 91,1,88,1,76,4,88,1,91,1,102,2,108,1,121,1,80,2,162,2,121,4 

listing has filled the border the upper¬ 
most part of the listing will be pushed up 
onto the GR.0 listing until it reaches the 
GR.8 drawing and disappears._W 
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The original and still 
the leader in value. 
MEGA«BOX 
measures 
6V4"x83/4" 

X6V2" 

Our Quality Promise 
You can order xunm disks with confidence. We buy 
our disks in bulk from international manufacturers, to 
our specifications, then test, grade and retest them in our 
London laboratories. Every order of 25 or 50 comes 
packed in the same top quality rigid plastic storage box, 
out MEGA* BOX With four dividers. Every order of 10 
comes packed in our disco-box library case. 

Fully Guaranteed 
The nm quality control is so stringent that we can Sve our famous ‘two for one’ guarantee. If you find a 

ulty disk, return it to us, and we'll send you two ip 
exchange immediately. All part of our five year guarantee. 

With 

i mrm/F 
-it’s tough! 

Yltron 5W Floppy 
Disks Prices 

Code) 2' uXLSSS '■ ‘48tpi disks with 

mmrrrrm mega* box £29 

Code 4 25 Js JJXLiUtiJ *>1 *' 48tpi disks with 
MMB7F in MEGA* BOX £39 

Codes 5() ^ .1.1 IItnn S1 4Ximdiiktwith 

MHK7K m MEGA*BOX £50 

Code6 SOds J iXLSBS ’48tpi disks with 

Mmmm m mega* box £75 

Code 1 10 svdd/l&fl? 5 • 4ttfi disks with 

mmrr/r „ disco box £13 

Code 2 lOds i.XLSSS SV«’48tpi disks with 

m disco box £18 

Features: Write protect notch, centre hubs, double 
and single density 
Tyvcx* sleeves, and with MHMIfF 

Personal Callers Very 
Welcome 
We’re now established in our new showroom in 
Alfred Place. You can save our £2.00 delivery 
charge by calling in - you'll be welcome from 
10.00a.m. till5.00p.m. Saturday 10.00a.m.- 
4 00 p.m. 

Help Lines 
If you want help or information to place an order 
ring our ‘hot line’ on 01-431 3600 or if you need 
technical advice ring 01 -631 0255. 

Official Orders 
We accept orders from all government bodies, 
schools, universities, libraries, armed forces etc. 
We despatch on receipt of an official purchase 
order If you can’t raise a cheque without an 
invoice iiist post or telephone your order and we'll 
send you a pro-forma by return. 

NEW! 
The midi box 

15 ds/dd disks in our midi bOX it a 
bargain price. 

Our new midi box lias some great 
features. It’s made of high impact PVC 

and holds up to 30 5lA“ disks, but is 
one of the neatest on the market. 

Measuring 6'/«" x 6lA" x ilA" the ridged 
lid conveniently holds the disks you arc 
working on ready to hand. And with 15 

ds/dd disks with MMB/F it’s a 

bargain at only £20 plus vat. Code M1. 

A Box and a half for the 
price of one! 

Special. Midibox with 

80 track % tpi disks at only £25 plus vat. 

Code M2 

Disco Tek Ltd., Lex House, 3-6 Alfred Place, London WC1, England. Telephone Sales: 01-631 3600 Technical Enquiries: 01-6310255 

Fill in the coupon or send written orders. 

Name_ 

Signature_ 

Address_ 

I enclose a cheque for £_ 

my Access/Diner card number 

C Tym i>> rcfnirrrd iu 

Disco Tek Ltd., Lex House, 3-6 Alfred Place, London WC1, England. 

Please send me the following: 

Add £2.00 delivery for disks, £5.00 for drives 
or £6.00 for both. Cleaning kits free delivery. 

a VAT at 15% 

Delivery 

Total 

XLTRON Ltd 



V* ARDWARE PROFILE: SPECTRUM 
Sinclair's best-seller still holds its own 

Monk evaluates the reasons for rts 

When the ZX Spectrum was laun¬ 
ched in spring 1982 it offered 
fantastic value for money, and 

demand soon exceeded supply. Now 
things have changed, and competitors 
have had a chance to catch up enough to 
influence Sinclair's plans. For instance 
the 16K version is not now being 
manufactured. With Atari and Com¬ 
modore chopping their prices, will Sinc¬ 
lair follow? 

The answer to these questions lies 
mainly with Sinclair but it's a fair bet 
that very soon the 48K model will cost 
around £100, which would offer better 
value. 

In order to give the Spectrum a new 
lease of life the Spectrum Plus has been 
launched. 

Features 
The Spectrum offers 16K ROM, 48K 
RAM (16K models may still be avail¬ 
able), 192 by 256 pixel graphics, eight 
colours plus flash and bright options, 21 
user definable graphics, single channel 
sound, single key entry with syntax 
checking, a membrane qwerty 
keyboard, cassette interface, TV output, 
and a user port. 

The 16K ROM contains both the Basic 
and operating system which are both 
more or less bug free. Of the 48K 
approximately 41K can be used to store 
programs, data, etc. The screen takes up 
almost all the other 7K and the rest is 
taken up by the systems variables, 
printer buffer, and userdefined graphics 
area. 

Although the graphics are 192 by 256 
pixels, an area of only 176 by 256 pixels 
can be used for high-resolution work in 
Basic, as the bottom two lines of the 
screen are for input messages and error 
reports. The two lines, however, can be 
used in the same way as any other screen 
area from machine language. The screen 
is memory mapped but in a non¬ 
standard fashion 

Screen memory starts from 4000 hex 
and ends at 5800 hex, then followed by 
the attributes file. The screen is 
mapped by dividing it into three sec¬ 
tions: top. middle, and bottom, each 
containing eight screen lines. The mem¬ 
ory map for the screen is now laid out as 
follows: The top row of line 0 followed by 
the top row of line 1 etc up to line 7, then 
the second row of line 0, then the second 
row of line 1 etc up to line 7. This is 
repeated until the top section is mapped 
and then the same occurs for the middle 
and bottom sections. Ifyou have access to 

a Spectrum, run the following program 
to show you the effect. 
io for i x 163S4 to 22S27: rem screen map 
SO POKE 1, 2S5 
30 NEXT I 

This of course doesn’t matter in Basic 

STILL G0IK 

ULA 

much, but it's a headache for machine 

code programmers. This is why several 
commercial software programs use the 
screen in three different parts. 

The Spectrum supports eight colours 
which can be set to appear on the screen 
extra bright, flashing, bright and 
flashing or just normally. However, the 
colour resolution is only 32 by 24 from 
both Basic and machine language. This 
causes great problems as high-resolu¬ 

tion graphics colours tend to get mixed 

up. This means that careful planning is 
needed when programming 

The user defined graphics (UDG) 
allow another 21 characters to be added 
to the character set. An almost infinite 
range of characters can be defined for 
games writing but Greek letters, sub¬ 
scripts, and the like are possible too. The 
UDG area on the memory map occupies 
the top 168 bytes of RAM although it can 
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IG STRONG 

be moved by poking suitable values into 
the system variables. 

Sound is one of the Spectrum’s fail¬ 
ings. Without an external audio ampli¬ 
fier it sounds like a small squeaky 
animal, and it is not only quiet but also 
limited. The program execution halts 
during sound output so continuous 
sound from Basic is near impossible. 
However, sound output is also present on 
both the mic and the ear sockets at the 

rear of the computer, so it can be 

amplified or recorded easily. 
The single key entry method is often 

criticised but it’s easy to use once you 
learn which functions are on which keys. 
Unfortunately system keywords must 
be used, so even small words like TO 
must be entered using the correct 
function keys — both symbol shift and F 
must be pressed. Why not T. then O? 
However, it does prevent the entry of 

invalid commands and along with the 

built-in syntax checker prevents many 
errors in program entry. 

Once a line has been typed in and the 
Enter key pressed the line is checked by 
the computer to see if it contains a syntax 
error. If so, the line is kept in the edit 
area of the screen (the bottom two linesi 
and a flashing question mark appears 
where the error was detected. This 
means silly typing errors can be detected 
and corrected before the program is run. 
Once the line’s syntax has been checked 
and found to be correct, the line is 
accepted and displayed on the upper 
screen along with the lines close to it. 
This neat idea means the program lines 
always appear in order on the screen 
even when editing. 

The Spectrum's keyboard (or lack of it) 
is famous. It is made from a special 
membrane onto which rubber keys are 
pressed causing contact. It may be 
acceptable to the novice who just wants 
to learn to program and play a few 
games, but a lot of typing requires the 
addition of a full-size keyboard (see 
hardware section). 

Sinclair must have realised its mis¬ 
take with the keyboard as the Spectrum 
Plus is really only a normal Spectrum 
with a ’real’ keyboard added. 

The reliable cassette interface oper¬ 
ates at 1500 baud. A slight quirk is that 
the ear lead must be removed when 
saving to prevent feedback. No cassette 
motor control is present which can be 
annoying should you forget to switch off 
the tape recorder. Basic programs, data 
files (numeric and character), machine 
code, and screen displays can be saved 
and all except for screens can be verified. 
Cassette files can be given a ten- 
character file name which is displayed 
on the screen when the files are loaded 
back. This means that you don’t have to 
remember the file names or load each 
file to see what it is. 

The TV output is excellent and a clear 
stable picture is displayed. Early issue 
one and two Spectrums play up when 
used with certain makes of TV but this 
has been cleared up with the release of 
the issue three board. A composite colour 
or black and white monitor can be run 
straight from the new issue three 
Spectrums as the video signal is present 
on the user port. Issues one and two need 
a small link to be added to the circuit 
board first. Output on a composite 
monitor matches that of a good TV. 

At the back of the Spectrum is a large 
hole through which the circuit board is 
exposed. This is known as the user port 
or edge connecter. It contains almost 
every single line that any user would 
ever want, except the RAM CS line has 
been excluded. This means no memory 
mapped devices can be added to the 
Spectrum and all interfaces must be 
addressed via a port. 

Basic 
Spectrum Basic was carried over from 
the ZX80 and ZX81 and was enhanced 31 
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Ask an expert why 
the Electron’s the best 

micro in its class. 
Most schoolchildren will tell von that one computer 

prevails in British classrooms today. Acorn's BBC Micro. 

With a hint of pride, they’ll also tell you that they re 

fluent in the computer language which Acorn develop'd 

for the BBC Micro. Its called BBC Basic. 
And if you ask their advice on choosing a home 

computer for around £200. they're likely to tell you that 

there's really only one sensible choice. 

The £199 Acorn Electron. 
Like its £399 stablemate, hut unlike any other micro, 

the Electron speaks BBC llasic. Which means that children 

can easily carry on with their computer studies at home. 

And their parents can quickly 

start catching up, b«*cause BBC 
Basic is such a simple language 

to learn. 

Howev er, language isn’t the only thing which makes 

the Electron outstanding among «*very other micro in its 

speaks the 
rm languor 

price range. 
A powerful choice. 

The Electron is a 64k microcomputer which has 

32k of B AM. combined with another 32k ROM. 
I'his siniplv means that it has more power than most 

people ever need from a home computer. 
Neverthelcsss it has lx*en designed to help you make 

th^ fullest use of its power. 
For example, its graphics have the highest resoj 

ution of any home computer bar none. 
This is because Acorn specially designed the 

chip that controls the graphics. And it's among the 

most advanc«*d chips of its kind. 
Indeed, it delivers twice 

as many characters across the 

screen as the Electron's nearest 

rival. 

It expands into a system. 

With the Electron, even total 
newcomers have been surprised at 

as school 

micros. 

how quickly they can find their way 
into the complex world of computing. 

Where many computers have 

keyboards which are confusing and 

clumsy to operate, it has a key board 

just like an ordinary electric 
typewriters. 

And for issuing main com¬ 

mands. there are single entry keys. 
Instead of literally spelling out the 

command, letter by letter, you just push the 

relevant key and it's issued. 
There s also a built-in loudspeaker which 

gives high quality sound. 
And w hat is perhaps most exciting 

is that the Electron lias the rapacity to 

grow with vour knowledge and 

amhitioa 
With Acorn's Plus 1 expansion 

module, it can link up with a printer, joy 
sticks and fast-load cartridge software 

including View and Viewsheet word pro¬ 

cessing and spread sheet programs. 

lich 
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With the Plus 3 module, which 
will soon he available, you'll have a 

dise drive system and will he able 

to enjoy all the speed and conven - 
ience of 3.5 inch discs. 

But let's not get carried away 

too quickly. You can start using and 

enjoying vour Electron as soon as 

you get it home. 
All you need is your tele¬ 

vision set and a cassette recorder. 

Some home computers 

respond pretty slowly to your 
commands. After you've 

pressed the keys. they leave 

you twiddling your 
thumbs for more than a mere few 

econds. 
The plodders, how¬ 

ever, an* a very long way 

behind the Electron. 
In fact.on processing 

speed.a recent 

ench test 

And when it’s given you 
some new ideas about home 

accounting, it will challenge you 

to a few games and even spend a 
few seconds doing your whole 

family's biorhythms for you. 

But remember, although it 
holds 15 programs, the cassette will 

only give you a glimpse of the 
Electron's full potential. 

Because the potential is as 

infinite as your own imagination. 

No shortage of software. 

Although the Electron is 

still a relative newcomer to 
the market the range of software 

available for it is considerable. 

Besides plenty of games, then* are many edu¬ 

cational programs for children of all ages, from playschool 

to A Level. 
There's a great deal to keep adults occupied, too. 

From money management to helpful domestic 

programs,even a range of foreign language 

programs, teaching the basics of 

French.Orman. Italian and 
Spanish. 

And of course, witli 
its simplicity and 

flexibility, the 

Electron could^ 
soon be 

the Electron up with such high lliersas the IBM PC. and the 

Apple 111. Both are machines which cost well over £1,000. 

It's an astonishing accolade when the Electron make 

no greater claim than to he a micro which is designed to 

become part of the family. 

Vour starter for free. 

With your Electron, you'll receive a free intro- X 

duetorv cassette. 
It will give you a taste of the exceptional colour 

graphics. It will show you how the Electron can play and 

notate music. _^ 

processing programs created and written by none cither 

than yourself. 
You can find the Acorn Electron with its full 

complement of accessories and software at local Acorn 

dealers and major high street stores. 
For the address of your nearest supplier. 

ring 0933 79300. 

The Acorn 9 Electron. 
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The price tag. It's something rather special. 
When you take a look at the new Goldstar 

MSX you'll find an asking price of around £240 
Quite a bit less than most of the others. 

And since you're choosing a micro that's 
designed and built to one standard, that'll leave 
you a whole lot more for the super new MSX 
games or business software. 

What is standard, of course, is the superb 
MSX specification. 

There s one thing 
about this MSX that isn't 

quite standard. 

State-of-the-art feature like 64 K of 'user 
RAM and 32K of ROM and 16K Video RAM place 
the Goldstar right at the top of the MSX league. 

Sixteen vivid colours and eight octaves of 
sound make it a great games player's micro. 

And there's a powerful Z-80A processor to 
take on a world of home office tasks. 

Goldstar MSX. The brightest new star 
among micros that's unbeatable value for money. 

You'll find it at above standard computer 
dealers now. 

GoldStar 
Distributed by:- 

MICRO DEALER UK Ltd 
29 Burrowfield, Welwyn Garden City Herts AL7 4SS 

Tel: (07073) 28181 Telex: 23674 MDUKG 



PRO-FILE: SPECTRUM 

and extended. For the first time on a 
Sinclair machine multi-statement lines 
were allowed. Sound and graphics com¬ 
mands were added along with the 
keywords ready for the Microdrives 
when they arrived. 

There are some obscure commands in 
Spectrum Basic and their operation 
differs slightly from other Basics. 
DIM is used to dimension arrays and 
subscripts start at 1 (not 0 as in most 
other Basical 
TO is used in string splicing (as well as for 
loops) ie If a$= 'ZX Spectrum’ then a$(5 
TO 8>= 'pect' 
ATT! checks the attributes of a given 
screen position. 
M and OUT read and write to a specified 
port. 
POINT — gives a 1 or 0 depending on if a 
specified pixel is set or reset. 
SCREENS gives the character at a speci¬ 
fied screen position. 
VAL$ evaluates a string as a numerical 
expression and places the result in a 
string. 
BEEP produces a note of pitch and 
duration specified. 
BORDER, PAPER. INK set colours as speci¬ 

fied. 
The Spectrum stores numbers to an 

accuracy of nine digits with the largest 
around 10‘38 and smallest 4,10 -39. 
The main drawback to Spectrum Basic is 
that line numbers can range only from 1 
to 9999 and must be integers. You can 
soon run out of line numbers if you follow 
the standard practice of separating lines 

by 10. 

Hardware 
The Spectrum has more hardware avail¬ 
able for it than any other home compu¬ 
ter. Sinclair supplies much of it. 

Now that production of Sinclair's 
low-cost ZX printer has ceased the 
Alphacom 32 is the only one available 
that can be plugged straight into the 
Spectrum. It produces a 32 character per 
line output on blue heat sensitive paper, 
and in all other respects is the same as 
the ZX printer. 

Interface 1 
This is really several interfaces in one 
for £49.95. It provides RS232, network¬ 

ing, and the hardware to drive up to 
eight Microdrives. The RS232 socket is a 
nine-pin inverted D-type socket. It can 
be used for driving printers, modems, 
and interfacing to other computers. 
Baud rates from 50 to 19,200 can be set 
but the transmit and receive baud rates 
must be the same. This means that 
connection to most modems is very 
difficult unless they are going to be used 
only to transmit or receive all of the 

time. 
Networking between other Spec- 

trums and QLs is possible and fast. Both 
programs and data can be transmitted 
and received over the network although 
it is only really practical to transmit 
data to a QL. It does however mean that 
Microdrives, printers etc can be shared 
by several users. The most useful feature 
of Interface 1 is its ability to drive up to 
eight Microdrives. At a cost of £49.95 the 

joystick sockets mimic keys 1-5 and 6-0 
and work as well as can be expected. 

Many other interfaces are available 
from independent suppliers, mainly for 
joysticks, Centronics printers, speech 
synthesis, sound synthesisers, and in¬ 

put/output ports. 
The Kempston joystick interface was 

one of the very first joystick interfaces 
for the Spectrum. It is read by using port 
31 and also works with the ZX81. The 
Kempston Pro joystick interface is new 
and works with Sinclair, cursor keys and 
the Kempston (port 31) protocols. The 
interface also contains a ROM cartridge 
socket. Others include the RAM Turbo 
joystick interface which has exactly the 
same protocol, the AGF cursor interface 
which is compatible with the cursor keys 
and the AGF programmable interface 
which makes hardware programmable 
by flying leads and clips. 

Th* Interface 2 allows you to use ROM cartridges Joysticks with the SfWctniM. 

Microdrive offers fast storage and re¬ 
liability. Access time ranges from 
almost nought to ten seconds per file and 

once a file has been found data is 
transmitted at 16K per second. 

The Microdrive system does, however, 
have two main drawbacks. The car¬ 
tridge cost of £4.95 for 90K storage 
is expensive, and no mass duplicating 
service is available yet. The first prob¬ 
lem will diminish as cartridge prices 

should eventually fall to around £2. 
The second is more serious as duplica¬ 
tion is only possible by connecting 
several Spectrums together via the 
network and pluggingeight microdrives 

into each. 

Interface 2 
This provides a ROM cartridge socket 
and two joystick sockets. The maximum 
size of a ROM cartridge is 16K and when 
one of these is inserted the entire Basic 
ROM in the Spectrum is paged out. This 
means programs on ROM cartridges 
cannot call ROM routines and the 
programmer must start from scratch. 
What’s more, ROM cartridge programs 
cannot use the Microdrives, so should 
utilities ever be released on ROM 
cartridge it seems they will still have to 
use cassettes for data storage. The 

The AGF Protocol 4 is hardware 
programmable by custom cards. As 
supplied it can be made compatible with 
Sinclair, Kempston, cursor key, and one 
other mode. It also contains a computer 
reset button for clearing machine code 
programs. 

Protek's cursor key interface is the 

same as the AGF cursor interface, while 
the Protek Pro interface is compatible 
with Sinclair, Kempston, and cursor key 
protocols. 

DKTronics makes several joystick 
interfaces, which carry several different 
protocols. 

A cheap way to add ROM cartridges to 
your system for those who prefer 
keyboard control or already own a 
programmable interface is provided by 
the AGP ROM slot. 

Currah's Microspeech interface pro¬ 
duces speech via the allophone method 
using built-in software. Each key press 
is also enunciated with sound output 
through the TV speaker. This unit has 
an increasingly large amount of soft¬ 
ware support. The Cheetah Sweet Talker 
also uses allophones but the allophone 
numbers must be ouptut via a port. 
Many expansion sound boards are avail¬ 

able. all rather similar, and offering 
three-channel sound facilities. 32 ► 
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iARDWARE PRO-FILE: SPECTRUM 
Several floppy disk interfaces have 

been announced but few have taken off. 
The early versions were hard and slow to 
use but the new Morex one looks 
promising. 

Input output port interfaces are easy 
to come by and all seem to offer a 
standard 8-bit I/O port for connecting 
relays and so on. 

Many Centronics and RS232 inter¬ 
faces use cassette software to change the 
standard lprint and llist commands so 
they now output via the Centronics port. 
Companies selling this type of interface 
include Cobra, Hilderbay, Tasman, and 
Kempston. 

Within the last few months, how¬ 
ever. two new interfaces have ar¬ 

rived which contain their software on 
EPROMS — the Kempston E and ZX 
LPRINT III. These are both Centronics- 
type and contain software to give screen 
dumps via the copy command as well as 
working with lprint and lust. 

compatible and Sinclair will be giving 
them away free with its Interface I 
Microdrive system. 

This review was written using 
Taswordll, so from personal experience 
I can recommend it. It produces 64 
readable characters per line on the 
screen with justification of both the left 
and right-hand margins. The maximum 
file length is 320 lines and the line and 
column count is displayed on the bottom 
line. Printer control characters can be 
written into the text to give underline, 
italics, and the like. Pressing the Edit 
key accesses two useful help pages. 

The second page deals more with 
formatting, setting margins, and block 
commands. Pressing the Stop key (Sym¬ 
bol Shift A) in text mode takes you to the 
main menu, which offers several facili¬ 
ties including Save, Load, or Merge text 
to cassette or Microdrive, print text, 
return to text or Basic, define graphics/ 
printer, and save Tasword. All are 
self-explanatory except for define 

v a 

The Mic rod rive and Interlace 1 art Sinclair'* cheap u 

The Rotronics Wafadrive is a direct 
competitor with the Sinclair Interface 1 
and Microdrive. For £129.95 you get two 
drives, an RS232 port and a Centronics 
port. The Wafadrive is not compatible 
with the Interface 1 and a different type 
of tape is used for storage. 

Of course, keyboards are not true 
interfaces but a series of electrical 
switches, but a large number are 
available and most can hold Interface 1 
inside. The most popular is the Fuller 
FDS, but other alternatives worth a look 
are those from Transform, Dean Electro- 
nus and DKTronics. 

The Spectrum also has more software 
than other micros. About 90 per cent is 
games with the rest being educational, 
utilities, and specialist interests. 

The Spectrum has been treated to 
versions of almost every arcade game, 
some of them matching the originals. 
But the most popular ideas are original 
ones which have produced such inspired 
games as Jet Set Willy. Manic Miner, 
Sabre Wulf. Lunar Jetman, Atic Atac, 
Ant Attack, and The Hobbit. 

Educational software ranges from 
spelling and punctuation practice to 
GCE O-level revision packages. 

The two most popular utilities are 
Tasword II and Masterfile. These are 

both Microdrive and hill-size printer 

graphics/printer which allows you to 
alter the codes that will be sent to your 
printer, to produce special effects such as 
underline and bold strike. Control codes 
for your type of printer interface must 
also be entered and almost every type of 
Centronics or RS232 interface can be 
used. 

Tasword also drives the ZX and 
Alphacom 32 printers although print 
quality is poor. Tasword does fall down 
on its lack of a block delete command 
which means large areas of text not 
required must be deleted line by line. 

Sinclair gives away Tasword ll when 
you buy the expansion system consisting 
of a Microdrive and Interface 1. 

Masterfile is possibly the only decent 
database program available for the 
Spectrum, with its instant searching 
and sorting of fields, multiple report 
formats, up to 51 characters per line, 26 
fields per record, and a number of records 
limited only by memory space. Master- 
file holds approximately 32K of data 

which can be searched for almost 
anything you care to think up. Numeric, 
character, greater than, less than, 
equal, and not equal searches can be 
carried out with immediate results. 

Setting the report and data formats 
ready for Masterfile takes a little time 
and good planning is needed for best 
results. However the excellent manual 
gives details of all of this plus a step by 
step example to follow. Data files can be 
saved to cassette or Microdrive as 
required but printing can only be 
produced on a ZX or Alphacom printer 
with the standard package. However, 
the manufacturer, Campbell, has re¬ 
leased MP-Print, which allows printing 
of data to full-size printers via most of 
the popular interfaces. Report widths 
are variable and all this is done without 
any reduction in data space. Masterfile is 
another package now given away with 
the Spectrum expansion system. 

Several companies produce Z80 
assemblers and monitors for the Spec¬ 
trum but Hi-Soft and Picturesque stand 
out. Newcomers to machine code would 
do best with Picturesque, while the more 
experienced would prefer Hi-Soft. Both 
packages offer all the following facili¬ 
ties: storage of files to cassette and 
Microdrive, assembly from Microdrive 
of huge files, printouts to both full size 
and ZX/ Alphacom printers. 

The main difference between these 
two packages is in the editors. Hi-Soffs 
is simple, line-based and operated by 
using single letter commands, like P and 
G which stand for Put and Get but really 
are just Save and Load. The Picturesque 
editor is more user friendly with 
keywords (as in ZX Basicl and a neat 40 
column display. It produces automatic 
field spacing by pressing the space key. 

An abundance of languages is avail¬ 
able including Forth (Abersofl and East 
London Robotics are the most popular 

producers i, Pascal (Hi-Soft), C (Hi-Soft), 
Micro Prologue (Sinclair), and Logo 
(Sinclair). None aims to teach the 
language and only details of use are 
given. So if you want to learn Pascal, for 
instance, you must buy the package and 
instruction book. 

Verdict 
The Spectrum is ideal for playing games, 
learning about programming and hard¬ 
ware, word processing and filing. It’s a 
good machine for a good price. 

It is probably too limited for a small 
business, but with a full keyboard. 
Microdrives and some of the excellent 
software, it may still be worth con¬ 
sidering. ^ 

£129.99, £179.99 for Spectrum Plus 
Z80A 
48K, 
16K 
Cassette as standard, Microdrives can be purchased 
High street stores 
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Read all about your micro 
-with SAMS computing books 

SAMS books will tell you all you want to know about your micro 

APPLE I 
88 Apple LOGO Programs 
Wane. Martm and Martin 

88 business, educational and tun programs to help you learn 
structured programming and LOGO syntax - fast' 

Book 336 pages/ISBN 0 672 22343 0,£14.50 
Book with program disc ISBN 0 672 26224 X £26.50 + VAT 

Apple lie Programmer’s 
Reference Guide 
David Heiserman 

An outstanding guide which encourages you to explore new 
programming ideas and procedures by providing all the relevant 
information at your fingertips 

416 pages/ISBN 0672 22299 X/£ 17.95 

Introducing the Apple Macintosh 
Con nofly and Lieberman 

E xpkxes all aspects ol the Mac s features and capabilities including 
its display keyboard, mouse, software, accessories and more 

192 pages/ISBN 0 672 22361 9/£10.S0 

I ATARI I 
Atari for Kids from 8 to 80 
Zatxnski and Scheck 

A fun guide which quickly and easily explains afl the important 
programming concepts 

200 pages/ISBN 0 672 22294 9/114.50 

Programmer’s Reference Guide 
for the Atari 400/800 Computers 
David Heiserman 

An invaluable guide covenng afl aspects of programming 
Contains two large chapters on graphics 
496 pages/ISBN 0 672 22277 9/£19.50 

COMMODORE! 
Commodore 64 Programmer’s 
Reference Guide 
Commodore Compeer 

The bestselling book on the 64. packed with professional tips to 
help you program successfully and creatively 

486 pages/ISBN 0 672 22056 3/£9.95 

Vic 20 Programmer’s Reference 
Guide 
Commodore Computer 

An easy to-use manual on VC 20 hardware and software, to help 
you get the most from your micro 

298 pages/ISBN 0 672 21948 4 £9.95 

IBM1 
PC DOS Companion 
Murtha and Petrie 

A dearly written and well illustrated introduction to PC DOS 
commands and IBM PC hardware/software/DOS relationships 

208 pages/ISBN 0 672 22039 3/£14.50 

Graphics for the IBM PC 
lllowski and Abrash 

Shows you how to do animation, create business graphs, design 
vtdeo games, and otherwise make practical use of graphics 

Book 192 pages/ISBN 0672 22191 8*13.50 
Book with program disc ISBN 0 672 26189 8*26.50 ♦ VAT 

Available from all good booksellers 

SAMS books are distributed in the UK by Pitman Publishing, 128 Long Acre, London WC2E 9AN. 
For further Information contact Helen Kitson on 01 379 7383. 

Pitman - 
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'Success depends on good for¬ 
tune and a lump of meat.' No, 
this isn't subtle propaganda 
being put out by your local 
butcher, but one of the mes¬ 
sages you get to explain why 
you're dead yet again in The 
Runes of Zendos, the latest 
animated adventure release for 
the Spectrum (£7.95) from Dor¬ 
cas Software, whose earlier 
Oracle's Cave proved so popu¬ 
lar. But death comes in a 
variety of ways — in fact as 
there are 12 adventures in one. 
it comes in an almost infinite 
variety of ways. 

The mid-ground between 
adventure at one extreme and 
arcade at the other is a rather 
hazy area, but this animated 
effort is definitely at the adven¬ 
ture end of the market. No need 
for a joystick option, it’s keyed- 
in commands all the way 

Any adventure with the word 

‘Yea art In the January halhaay .. 

runes' in the title tells you that 
it’s going to be set in some 
mythical land, whose peaceful 
existence has been or is about to 
be threatened by some evil 
power. In this case the land is 
Dorcasia, and the evil power 
belongs to Zendos the wizard. 

The problem? Perpetual 
darkness Where do you con¬ 
front Zendos? Deep within his 
mysterious and magical castle. 
What's he done? Trapped the 
spirit of each month of the year 
in a runic hour glass and hidden 
them all. What do you have to 
do? Seek and destroy, dear hero, 
seek and destroy How? By 
reading, deciphering and in- 
canting the mysterious runic 

34 

inscription round the base of 
each hour glass 

When you load the game up 
you automatically begin with 
adventure one, discovering 
that 'You are in the January 
hallway where you find a skull 
and crossbone key’. At any 
point, though, if you want to go 
to one of the other adventures 
you simply type adventure 
two (or whatever) to take you 
to the appropriate hallway You 
can't leave an adventure half- 
completed and return to it, 
however — if you go back to 
adventure one then you begin 
again in the January hallway 
You can, though, save your 
progress to tape or Microdrive 
at any stage. 

The top part of the screen is 
given over to the graphics. You, 
the hero, seem fetchingly clad 
in a romper suit, which doesn't 
altogether inspire much confi¬ 

dence in your fighting abilities. 
Beneath the picture is room for 
up to seven lines of scrolling 
text, and another couple of 
input lines for you beneath 
those. To move around, you 
press the initial keys for left, 
right, up and down, toddle 
along or climb ladders as 
appropriate. The movement is 
reasonably smooth, but slow. 

Each room you come to will 
present you with a new object or 
objects, though the majority of 
them have some obstacle in the 
way — dragons, dwarves, 
cooks, butlers and even singing 
birds. For example, taking the 
key from that first room and 
climbing up brings you to a 

room where a nimble, cheeky 
elf is guarding a tiny stone 
tablet. The commands that are 
understood allow you to attack 
elf, if you wish, or greet elf if 
you're feeling more friendly, or 
even give key to elf if you're in 
a really generous mood. 

In the top left of each screen 
are two figures showing the 
relative strength of you and 
the other character. So the 
approach you take depends on 
that, and whether they appear 
friendly or not, what weapons 
you have, whether you have 
any other objects that might 
appeal to them, and soon 

You start with 25 units of 
strength and 25 of provisions, 
with a luck factor of 10. Tb build 
up your strength you can eat 
your provisions. As you proceed 
you'll find edible objects lying 
around: apples, cheese and 
sandwiches, for instance. 

Muff job 
Runes works in adventure 

fashion, in that if you want to 
get past the bird whose shrill 
singing pierces your ears, you 
have to get the ear muff from 
somewhere else You also soon 
learn that ticking clocks are to 
be left well alone. The size of 
each adventure area is not 
enormous, about eight rooms or 
so, but you need to play through 
them all in order to pick up 
clues, which you also get from 
reading assorted scrolls an 
parchments 

Other clues are obtained by 
making a reckless assault on 
some powerful individual — 
death is never in vain, as you're 
frequently told what it was you 
were lacking, such as the lump 
of meat mentioned above, or the 
corkscrew when you try to get 
past the butler 

You must start piecing these 
together, and working out 
which keys open which trap¬ 
doors and gateways. The prob¬ 

lems aren’t tricky, for the most 
part, but makingsenseofevery¬ 
thing is another matter. 

Verdict 
It’s a game that younger play¬ 
ers would get a lot of pleasure 
from, and thegraphicsarequite 
well done, especially in the 
fight sequences. There are also 
a few amusing sound effects. 
The avid adventurer might 
demand a little more, but I 
found myself happily engrossed 
in it for a few hours. 

One glaring problem, 
though, is the lack of a rede- 
scribe or look feature By 
the time you’ve seen off a beast, 
the location description will 
have scrolled off the screen and 
it’s all too easy to forget what it 
was you were originally after 
the graphics aren’t that good, 
and daggers and swords tend to 
look similar. 

The only solution is to leave 
the location and come back 
again, and that means a leng¬ 
thy wait. 

These snags apart. The 
Runes of Zendos is still one of 
the more successful attempts at 
animated adventure. 

Help spot 
Rather more complicated prob¬ 
lems are to be found in the land 
of Valhalla, as reader Richard 
Henriques of London SW16 has 
discovered. 

Richard's question was 
'What do 1 do to find the quest 
objects?" 

So far he’s mapped out an 
8x8 grid, and surmised that 
the bottom right-hand quad¬ 
rant is 'Valhalla'. All I can say is 
that the completed map is a 9 x - 
9 grid, and Valhalla itself is a 
single location in that grid. If 
you say where the first quest 
object is located then that gives 
the game away completely, but 
you can make helpful general 
advice — such as stock up on 
food and wine to keep your 
strength up. 

Any you can’t carry or eat and 
drink yourself, summon a good 
character to carry for you, then 
summon them again when you 
want to get the food or wine off 
them. This also applies to 
weapons — and even the quest 
objects. Stay on the side of the 
good guys end of this week’s 
sermon. W 
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NEW 
HORIZONS 
8 ASHBURNHAM ROAD 

BEDFORD 
MK401DS 

TEL: 0234 53816 
TELEX: A2392 ROBINSae 

HARD DISCS PLUS CONTROLLER 10,20,40 MEGABYTE 
FOR OLIVETTI M24 PLUS IBM COMPATIBLE 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

AGENT BUYERS 

IMPORT and EXPORT 
COMPUTERS 

HOME COMPUTERS 
and 

PERSONAL COMPUTERS 
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A wealth of free information is yours for the 
ashing with the TTX 2000 Teletext adaptor 

The new TTX 2000 adaptor lets 
you use Teletext in a way that’s never 
been done before. 

Now you can link together your 
ordinary T.V and your standard 
Spectrum and call up a wealth of 
broadcast information on Ceefax 
and Oracle covering just about 
everything from news, sport, reviews 
and entertainment to competitions, 
financial advice, advertisements and 
consumer topics. 

You can store Teletext pages on 
Microdrive or produce immediate 
hard-copy printout, and download 
the Spectrum Telesoftware being 
jointly transmitted by 0£. Limited 

and the broadcasting companies 
exclusively for TTX 2000 users 
(upgrade downloader ROM available 
shortly). 

The TTX 2000 is very simple to 
use and no modifications at all are 
needed to your Spectrum or TV. 
Once you’re set up you don’t pay a 
penny more, no matter how often 
you use the system. Just think - no 
connection charges, subscriptions or 
“access time" bills. 

Just a few simple commands let 
you find your way into the 
information rich world of Teletext. 

Return the coupon, or contact 
our help desk for more information. 

0£. Lid.. North Point, 
Gilwilly Industrial Estate, 
Penrith. Cumbria, CA119BN. 
Tet: 0768 66748 

Please send me a TTX 2000 I enclose a cheque | 
■ RO. made payable to O.E. Ltd. lor £143 75 
I including VAT and PAP* 
I Please charge my Access Visa account (delete 
I as necessary) 

I Card No- 

| Name___ 

| Address__ 

•Supplied complete- with power supply. iiHeti.>n 
. nbtxm table and lull mslruclu ms 
llVase allow 2H days lor delivery 



ERIPHERALS PRO-TEST: PLOTTER 

ON THE DRAWING The Penman Plotter is probably one 
or the most unlikely looking 
gadgets I've ever seen. It’s a fully 

functional, intelligent plotter that can 
cope with up to A3 size paper At the 
moment, it is only avai lable for the BBC. 
Apple, and IBM but, as it works through 
an RS232 channel. it can be connected to 
any machine with this interface. Cost¬ 
ing about £250, it is a high quality 

product that could well take off. 

First impressions 
The Penman is packed in one of those 
boxes that is made to be carried away. 
With it come three sets of pens (the 
Hewlet- Packard type I. some demonstra¬ 
tion software, an RS232 cable, a power 
supply, some paper, and a set of three 
adaptors for other types of pens. 

The plotter itselfhas a rather fascinat¬ 
ing design. At first sight, it appears to be 
a large plastic box (33.5cm x 12 5cm| 
x5cmi with very few distinguish^ 
features, apart from the RS232 and 
power sockets. 

Closer examination reveals that this 
houses the turtle-like plotter, the cable, 
and all the fancy electronics that control 
the system. The plotter head sits snugly 
inside the case which, when removed, 
has a trailing ribbon cable attached to it. 
This is used to send commands to control 
the motors and pen lifting mechanism 

The underside of the remote unit 
reveals a little more about the workings 

of this strange beast. There are two 
small motor-driven rubber wheels and a 
trailing bogie, in a triangle. Two light 
sensors on either side sense such things 
as the edge of the paper. Using the 
triangular base, the outl ine of any shape 
can be constructed by moving it around; 
a similar idea to using two pins and a 

piece of string to draw an ellipse. 

For demonstration purposes, the Pen¬ 

man has a built-in set of routines that 
allow it to strut its stuff, without having 
to connect it to a computer. 

In use 
After admiring the demonstrations, it 
was obvious that the time had come to 
hook the Penman to a computer. The 
review model came with software for the 

BBC micro and connection is simply a 
matter of plugging the cable into the 
RS232 socket on the plotter, and the 
RS423 on the BBC. 

PAD 
The Penman Plotter is flexible, accurate 

and draws pretty pictures. Even better. 

Ihpi<wh>,nf» He— towckl 

Auto booting the disk gives an intro¬ 
ductory screen and revealed one of the 
other uses for the Penman. It can be 
driven around as a mouse. The current 
position; vector is fed back to the compu¬ 
ter and used to position a cursor on the 
screen. The only drawback in using it in 
this mode is that it doesn't feel like a 
mouse, as you can't move it in all 
directions without twisting it. Apart 
from this, selecting the menu options is 

easy. There are a number of 
demonstrations options with the sup¬ 
plied software, from simple plots to a 
program that pages in Acornsoft Logo 
and runs a program in it. The latter is 
quite neat as it allows anything that 
would normally go on the screen from 

Logo to be plotted out on paper ie the 
Penman becomes a real-time turtle. 

Another part of the demo program 
outlines a whole list of predefined 
procedures that allow the plotter to be 

programmed from Basic. The details for 
these are not terribly explicit but at least 
the manufacturers have tried to allow 
for simple programming. 

Using these procedures is quite easy, 
simply load in the program that contains 
them, knock ofT the first ten lines or so, 
and renumber from line 1000. All that 
then needs to be done is to write a 

program that includes the routines. 

One niggle here is that it is rather 
difficult to work out which procedures 
use other procedures so. once the prog¬ 
ram is Finished, the unused ones can be 
removed to save space. 

The accuracy is claimed to be 0.1mm 
in cartesian mode and 035mm in polar 
mode. The latter looks very good when 
dra wing curves but a changeofdirection 
in cartesian mode can cause small errors 
to creep in. 

Plotting is usually started with the 
plotter in the home position — the top 

left-hand area of the paper. If drawing 
takes a lot of movement, it is generally a 
good idea to go home fairly often, 
otherwise the accuracy gets progressive¬ 
ly worse. 

One thing that shows the intelligence 
of the machine is when it appears to get 
wrapped up in its cable, it works out how 
far round it has gone and spins the other 

way until it is unwrapped. 
The plotting is always very definite 

and its three colours produce a plotting 
quality that is only surpassed by more 
expensive plotters. Commands are sent 
down the RS232 and stored in a buffer — 
similar to using one of those ballpoint 
pen printer/plotters, although the com- 
jnands are not the same 

Programming it directly is not to be 
recommended, as the commands are 
pretty complex. It needs a start com- 

TKe Ptnmin she Handles tricky daugnt. 

mand, the command itself, and an end 
command. Using the predefined Basic 
procedures is a lot easier and less time 
consuming, unless you want to install it 
on another machine. 

Verdict 
I was very impressed with the Penman 

Plotter. Its price and flexibility, plus the 
fact that it can cope with up to A3 paper 
put it a cut above the competition. If you 
need good quality plotting at a resonable 
price, the Penman is without doubt a 
good buy. V 

REPORT CARD: 1 TO 5 

Penman Plotter Price £249.55 
for basic unit including PSU. The 
software for the BBC is £25 for disk; not 
yet announced for cassette. 
Penman Products 0903-20908 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

Amstrad speech Synthesizer! 

The dk’tronics Amstrad speech synthesizer and powerful stereo amplifier uses the popular SLO/256 

speech chip and has an almost infinite vocabulary . It Is supplied with a text to speech converter for 

ease of speech output creation. Everything you wish to be spoken is entered in normal English, without 

special control codes or characters, it is therefore extremely easy to use. The voicing of the words 

is completely user transparent and the computer can carry on its normal running of a program while 

the speech chip is talking. The speech output from SLO/256 Is mono and directed to both speakers. 

To utilise the Amstrad stereo output on the back of the computer, the interface has a built in stereo amplifier, 

this gives all sound output a totally new dimension and greatly improves the sound quality and volume 

over the computer’s interna! speaker. 
Although there are only 26 letters in the alphabet, letters have a totally different sound when used in different 

words. For example. The “a” in Hay is much longer and softer that in Hat. When you speak you automatically 

make adjustments because you know just how a word should sound. Not quite so easy with a computer. 

After looking at other speech synthesizers we decided that it was essential that the dk’tronics Amstrad Speech 

would offer a simple system that would enable the user to produce realistic speech that was instantly 

recognisable. 
The solution to the problem was extremely complicated, 

it required hours of programming to enable the computer 

to look at the individual letters that make up each word 

and compare their relative position to each other before 

deciding on the appropriate sound. 

I am delighted that we have now perfected what I consider, 

to be the best Speech Synthesizer on the market, one 

which has achieved my aim, within the limitations of the 

allophones, of producing realistic speech. 

At only £39.95 the dk’tronics Amstrad Speech 

Synthesizer represents remarkable value for money. 

Available from department stores and good computer 

shops everywhere or direct from 

dk'tronics. Saffron Walden, Essex CB11 3AQ. I2PCW 

Tel. (0799) 26350. Add £1.25 post and packing. 



UNBELIEVABLE 
SAVINGS 

COMPUTERS ‘ MATRIX PRINTERS ’ 

COMMODORE 
COMMODORE 
COMPAQ? 
COMPAQ 
IBM PC 
OLIVETTI 
OLIVETTI 
OLIVETTI 
SAGE 
SANYO 
SIRIUS non iumb [wwod 
SIRIUS 2S6K2 4MB (20»$ 00 
SIRIUS 128K12MB (IMS 00 
ACT'IBM Memory Expansions trom (222.00 
PLUS 5 External Hard Disk Drives POA 

** SOFTWARE ** 
ALL MAJOR SOFTWARE PROGRAMS SUPPLIED AT 

LOW COST 
D BASE HI (100.00 
WORDSTAR (100.00 
OPEN ACCESS (300 00 
LOTUS 123 (20$ 00 
SYMPHONY (420 00 
MULTIMATE (240 00 
D BASE II (210 00 
DMS DELTA [10$ 00 
FRIDAY (115 00 
FRAMEWORK [34500 
Not only do we oiler lop quality products at low 
prices We also support and develop Software with the 

MAYFAIR 
MICROS 
BLENHEIM HOUSE. PODMORE ROAO. 
LONDON SW18 1AJ 

TEL: 01-870 3255 / 871 2555 
We accept official orders from UK Government and 
Educational Establishments Mail Order and Export 
Enquiries welcome Callers by appointment 

1 DAISYWHEEL 1 
** PRINTERS ** 

* VDU’s& TERMINALS ‘ 

•MEMORY EXPANSIONS* 



JiUdliUre 

THE NEW ATARI 

A64K 
800KL 
EVERYTHING YOU WANT FROM A HOME COMPUTER 

oSKTTT? mViimTm 
tnciM atari ihtioratyo ciacuita O' 

itMOnu BmT p- 

n>lanei«tlriaubOuSpu1l 

2 ATARI 400 10R GAMES MACHINE • C2» We neve severe! Alar. 400 gtmM 
reconditioned mod*I Of C3S lor a nn mechm* Bow com* .nth 12 month* 
gann and i» aapandatwa uo to 4SK RAM Computer upgrade vntn Banc 

3 ATARI 1010 PROGRAM RECORDER - E34: for 
100K Pyle* on a n«1y minute cassette Track c. - 
control unague koundtnrough tacmty Built in accident* 

4 ATARI 10M DUAL DENSITY DISK DRIVE - CIS* SV diet, holding 12TK ri 
tteiibility lor your 400 800 of XL system mtn nee heipim DOS 3 All custom 
automatically given a FREE Ml ol 100 program* on J D.*»i recorded on boot an 

5 ATARI 1020 COLOUR PRINTER (SO: Punter and Plotter min tour colour g 
charactert per second Can print J 10 and 20 cnaractarr-"- 

4 ATARI 1027 LETTER OUALITY PRINTER C24» for wo 
1 ATARI TOUCH TABLET t*» tnaol*. you to d«a» anc 
5 ATARI TRAK BALL CONTROLLER IIS OS EnaOlea Cc 
t ATARI SUPER CONTROLLER - IS OS: Th# uilimale loyMiea vntn double ha 

c anuioil and 3 thgit tape counter 
Uy acceaaibie byte* provide Dom 
to purcaaae a Disk Drive from Silica Shop enit be 

n proleaaronai type Print speed ol 20 chars per second 

SILICA SHOP ARE THE Nol ATARI SPECIALIST 
000 customer* 10000 ol wnom have pure bated Alan Home Computert Because are specialise land enth a turnover ol It S 
•e are ante to keep price* Km by bulk purcaaae* Ring one ol our 43 start and ** *n« be glad to be ol sertnee to you Compt* 
Mkm and *e mil sand you our Alan pack enth our IS pega pnea let and XL colour catalogue 

■^poateordan and an Crsdil Cams «* 
eykrviciee# poet or parcel post FREE or charge At 

SILICA SHOP LTD. 1-1 The Mewl. Halhertey Road. SMcup. KenL OA14 40* Tel: 01 309 till 

ORDER NOW-OR SEND FOR A FREE COLOUR BROCHURE 

To: SILICA SHOP LTD, DeptPCNl 0285, 1-4 The Mews. Hatherley Roed, 4 
Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Telephone: 01-3091111 

i I LITERATURE RE.OUE^T--- I 

I □ Pt.aaa *and m> «vii FREE colour brochures and IS oaoe once llat on Atari Comoutars 
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AMEPLAY 

BOILER HOUSE 
The first thing you see when 
you start to load Boilerhouse is 
the short header program cal¬ 
led ’Boilerboot’, which on this 
occasion seemed more than 
appropriate as I wanted to boot 
the game out of the window. 

What was it? The relentless 
off-key music? Well, that didn’t 
help, nor did the fact that 
although it has a Kempston 
joystick option, when I chose 
that option the game froze as 
soon as I moved the joystick and 
I had to reload. The same thing 
happened again, so I had to use 

DRAGON 
ARCADIA 

A new Imagine release for the 
Dragon? Just like old times, 
really. apart from the small fact 
that both Imagine and Dragon 
Data are now bankrupt. It 
shouldn't be too surprising to 
discover then that this is a 
pretty bankrupt piece of soft¬ 
ware. 

Arcadia was well received 
when it came out on other 
machines, but that was about a 
hundred years ago when Im¬ 
agine had cash in the bank and 
people were glad of something 
that took Space Invaders a 
stage further. Now, even for the 

SPECTRUM 
ZIGGURAT 

A ziggurat. as anvone with a 
copy of the complete Oxford 
English Dictionary knows, is 
an Assyrian or Babylonian 
temple-tower. Whether that's 
of any use to you in this 
bargain-basement adventure, I 
don’t know. All the insert tells 
you (in no less than five lan¬ 
guages) is: 'Adventure game — 
standard commands eg get, 
look, examine. WENS’ etc. 

Load it upand where are you. 
then? You’re in a room with a 
view. The top halfof the screen 
presents you with three walls of 

COMMODORE 64 
FORT APOCALYPSE 

Now this is what I call a game. 
Fort Apocalypse was originally 
a smash-hit on the Atari. It has 
now been faithfully converted 
for the Commodore 64. 

Fort Apocalypse is a tightly 
defended stronghold in which 
18 of your buddies are confined. 
Using your rocket copter, a 
powerfully equipped helicop¬ 
ter, you must penetrate the 
fort’s innermost chambers and 
carry out a daring rescue. The 
chopper can turn and fly hori¬ 
zontally and vertically, firing 

keyboard control. The game 
does also support (in theory at 
least) an Interface 2 joystick. 

The other drawback was that 
there seems to be no way to 

break out of the game once 
you’ve chosen which of the nine 
skill levels to go for. 

You can’t try a different level 
as you appear to have infinite 
lives. 

Dragon's aching limbs, we’ve 
seen much better 

The game is in the familiar 
space invaders style. You con¬ 
trol your laser at the bottom of 
the screen, and you have five 
lives. 

It’s a game for one or two 
players, with joystick or 
keyboard control — and a wide 
choice of keys are available. 

For a game that's taken at 
least a year to be converted for 
this machine, you'd think 
they'd have got it right and 
allowed the program to loop 
back to the beginning after a 
game to enable you to switch 
choices. Instead you’re stuck 
with the first one you make. 

The first screen contains . . . 

The idea behind the game is 
that you're in a room with four 
boilers, and you have to ensure 
that none of them overheats or 
they'll explode. Beside each 
boiler is a pressure valve and 
you must move your man till 
he's in front ofthis. Pressing the 
key 5 releases the pressure on 
the boiler (keys 1-4 govern 
movement). Meanwhile, of 
course, pressure is building up 
elsewhere, so off you go to the 
boiler that seems in most dan¬ 
ger of imminent explosion. 

The boilers are on two dif¬ 
ferent levels, and you must 
climb a ladder to get to the two 
on the upper level. The ones 
upstairs, though, are on either 
side of a divide, and you must 

is it a bird, is it a plane? 
Whatever it is it travels in 
groups and flits across the 
screen, going off the left edge 
and coming back onto the right 
side in ever-descending circles. 

Clear this wave and another 
begins, and another, and the 
only way to progress to the next 
level is by surviving while a 
counter ticks down from 99 to 

constantly move the ladder 
either side of the divide in order 
to run up to each of the boi lers in 
turn. When you’re on the 
ground you move the ladder by 
pressing the left or right key 
and key 5 simultaneously. 

The game is far from easy, yet 
it soon becomes boring. 

It is also one of those frustrat¬ 
ing games where you ha ve to be 
placed absolutely right in order 
to do things. You spend a lot of 
time inching back and forth, 
notagoodgame Mike Garrard 

X 
zero. Lose a life and it starts at 
99 again. 

While everything is smooth- 
moving, you soon learn that in 
order to survive you have to 
adopt the old Asteroids techni¬ 
ques and blast all the aliens bar 
one, and then keep out of the 
way of this one while the clock 
ticks away. This does prove 
rather boring. 

Everything is reasonably 
fast and smooth-moving, but 
there's nothing very mega ab¬ 
out the game. Mike Garrard 

Rating 5/10 
Men £5.50 
Publisher Beau Jolly 
051-236 8100 

the room, the far one has a 
barred window in it. the other 
two are blank. There’s also a 
wine bottle. Examining the 
window reveals a hungry tiger 

on the other side, while 
smashing the wine bottle pro¬ 
vides you with a green key. The 
only exit is North, which takes 
you to 'A very cold room,' then 

on to 'A bright room,’ followed 
by A grotty room,' and so on in 
much the same vein. 

If the room descriptions all 
sound very similar, then you 
should see the rooms 

So what about the tasks? 
After the first eight rooms, and 
discovering a rusty sword and 
eight coins, you face a locked 
door The key doesn’t fit the 
lock, so on the wine bottle 
principle I tried 'Smash door' 
which led me to another set of 
rooms. There was some raw 
meat in one. and I carried this 
round but still got eaten by the 
tiger when I stepped into that 
room without being given a 
warning. Next time 1 returned 

the meat to the start, fed the 
tiger through the bars, and 
guess what? The meat must 
have been off. you’re told, and 
the tiger dies. Back to the tiger 
room, discover a blue key, find a 
bronze ring, pick up more coins, 
then locate a room which has a 
lift to the surface. 

I soon grew tired of the 
boring graphics and descrip¬ 
tions. The best and the worst 
that can be said is that it is a 
cheap adventure MikeGerrard 

X 
or bombing in the appropriate 
direction. 

You always begin near a fuel 
depot where you fill up before 
commencing your daunting 
task. To assist you. a long-range 
Navatron at the top of the 
screen shows where you are in 
relation to the terrain and the 
oncoming enemy forces. 

You must bomb a path 
through the gates leading to the 
Draconis level. Believe me, it’s 
no piece of cake trying to hover 
and bomb a gap through the 
defences while being fired upon 
from all sides by missile firing 
Ro bo-choppers, Kralthan tanks 
and self-propelled mines. 

If you manage to smash a big 
enough hole in the gates with¬ 
out getting blasted from the 
skies, you must descend into a 

series of low-roofed chambers 
where the first of the prisoners 
can be seen scuttling to and fro. 

To rescue one, you simply 
hover close to him and he will be 

picked up automatically. Har¬ 
der than it sounds — the enemy 
are about and the chambers 
make manoeuvring a night¬ 
mare More gates bar further 
progress 

Beautifully smooth scrolling, 
crisp animation, lota of noisy 
battlesounds, much variety and 
a really mean challenge — one 
of the best all-action games you 
could wish to get obliterated in. 

Bob Chappell 

Rating 9/10 
Price £9 99. Supplier 
US Gold 021-359 
3020. 
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HERE’S WHAT YOU’VE 
SAID. 

“The standard of the programme is far, far better than 
we were expecting” ALAN daire. 

“Eureka! is superb. It’s marvellous to have computer 
software of such high standard from Ian Livingstone” 

CAROLE SKAIFE. 

“It’s taken over my life - I only have three hours sleep a 
night. I hated adventure games before this but Eureka! 
is brilliant!” anonymous caller. 

“Congratulations on producing such an entertaining and 
stimulating package” J. goodenough. 

“I would like to thank all involved for making such an 
interesting game, especially the riddles” 

NORMAN SCOTTER. 

“Please, give me a clue to the £25,000” 
CHARLES COOPER. 

(Sorry, Charles) 

“I hate this game. I seem to be missing all my favourite 
TV shows” ADAM BOWLES. (Poor old Adam) 

TELL US WHAT YOU THINK. 



& 
DOOMDARKS REVENGE 

Luxor lolled in his throne and 
knocked back another goblet of 
mead 'Luxor the Moonprince, 
Lord of Midnight — it’s got a 
nice ring to it,’ he thought. And 
he could dine out for the rest of 
his life on the story of how he 
stuck his dagger in Doomdark’s 
giblets. 

Pity about the kid though. 
He’d sent the little moron up to 
the Tower of Doom with in¬ 
structions to smash the Ice 
Crown, and not only had he 
done it — he’d come back in one 
piece. It had to be the truth, 
Luxor reasoned. There it was in 
black and white in the manual 
for Doomdark's Revenge. 

And he was beginning to find 
the last couple of chapters 
disturbing. Morkin, heir to the 
throne, had suddenly stopped 
messing around with computer 
games (smashing Ice Crowns, 
stomping around being utterly 
bold and the like > and had taken 
an interest in girls. First he 
starts interfering with the Lord 
of Dreams' daughter, then next 
morning, if you please, he falls 
in love with Shareth the Heart- 
stealer and goes running after 
her. 

'I never knew Doomdark had 
a daughter,' he mused. 'Still, 
good riddance to the brat — 
wonder why it’s called Doom- 
dark’s Revenge?' 

His question was answered 
when Rorthron the Wise blew 
in. Shareth was holding Morkin 
hostage; Tarithel, the jilted 
bride, had run off looking for 
Morkin, and the Lord ofDreams 
had a funny look in his eye. 
'Suppose I’d best go and look for 
the little swine,' he muttered, 
and headed north to the Ice- 
mark. 

Doomdark's Revenge uses the 
same graphics system as Lords 
of Midnight — you control a 

ROUND AHOY 

I must say the Roland theme is 
beginning to wear a bit thin. 
This latest epic from Com- 
putersmith has him as the 
Captainof a pirate vessel trying 
to avoid mines (a strange 
anachronism), collect gunpow¬ 
der, blow a hole in the harbour 
bar. collect treasure, and de¬ 
posit it in a secret cave. It’s all 
rather involved, but fairly ob¬ 
vious once you start playing. 

There are four main screens 
— the main one is the map 
which shows Golden Harbour 
and Powder Quay along the 
bottom, with the rather square 
island above containing Trea¬ 
sure Cove. 

number of characters and see 
the world through their eyes. 
But the interaction of the char¬ 
acters is much more complex. In 
Lords of Midnight you started 
with four characters whose job 
was to recruit allies, and either 
the ally would join you or he 
wouldn’t. 

In Doomdark's Revenge they 
have more of a mind of their 
own, so if you approach the 
wrong bloke (Badbazza the 
barbarian, say) he’s as likely to 
tear your head off as join you. 
The other characters are often 
ofT on quests of their own. and 
initially Shareth isn’t nearly as 
well organised as Doomdark 
was. You're in the persuasion 
business and so is she. so you’ll 
find the situation a lot more 
fluid. Your supporters may 
change sides, fight among 
themselves, refuse to cooperate 
— it’s a real bundle of laughs 

You've got five tribes to deal 
with — Giants, Dwarves, Ice- 
lords, Barbarians and the Fey, 
and it may be helpful if I pass on 
a few hints. As yet I haven't 
managed to recruit a Giant, but 
they haven't attacked me so 
they’re probably neutral. The 
Dwarfs in general aren’t 

Using either keyboard or 
joystick, you manoeuvre the 
good ship Falcon to Powder 
Quay to pick up your ammuni¬ 
tion. 

When you dock the scene 
changes to depict the quay 
itself. 

A cannon starts discharging 
its contents in your direction 
and. unless you avoid the can¬ 
nonballs and collect your ammo 
quickly, a fireball will sink your 
vessel. 

much use. They’re shiftless, 
treacherous and cowardly, and 
even if you manage to recruit 
one he's liable to skive off at the 
first available opportunity, 
leaving you in the lurch. 

The Fey are your best bet, 
although some (watch out for 
Thigrak) can be troublesome. 
But even the troublemakers 
here can be recruited provided 
you can recruit their leige lord, 
or keep their sworn enemies out 
of sight. 

Initially the Barbarians can 
seem bad news, but it’s a 
mistake to assume that they’re 
not worth approaching. If you 
head straight north on entering 
the Icemark you'll probably run 
into a bad lot, but run like mad 
in a north-easterly direction 
and the immediate danger 
should pass. 

Once you’ve started a game 
the immediate problem seems 
to be survival. There's a fairly 
unpleasant barbarian war 
band due north, but if you can 
avoid them and recruit a few 
followers the danger passes. 
The armies here seem to have 
less staying power than in 
Lords of Midnight, and you get 
a much clearer advantage by 

You will need to make sever¬ 
al visits to Powder Quay, as the 
harbour bar will take eight 
consecutive hits before yielding 
a hole large enough for the 
Falcon to pass through. When 
you do reach Golden Harbour (a 
third screen), the locals are no 
friendlier than at Powder Quay 
and bombard you with further 
missiles 

If you manage to steal the 
goodies without being hit, you 
will need to plough the Main 
again to reach the ’safety’ of 
Treasure Cove. 

Here you may deposit the 
goods, providing you can avoid 
the falling rocks and a mali¬ 
cious green spiker, angry at 
being relegated from a game of 
Pacman. A pirate's life is not an 
easy one.... 

And that's really the problem 

being on the attack, so it can 
sometimes make sense to go for 
a superior force, and run for 
your life the next day. 

Running off immediately 
doesn't seem to work — they 
follow you and catch you on 
guard, so in the case of the war 
band it's best to wear it down 
with a series of short attacks. 

So far, the best I’ve managed 
in this one is survival. Morkin is 
probably somewhere up to the 
north-east, but I haven’t got 
that far. and although there’s 
probably a quest involved as 
well as a military conflict I 
haven’t managed to identify 
any structure to it. Once you 
reach breakthrough point on 
survival (I reckon recruiting 
around ten lords) the game 
could probably go on for some 
considerable time. 

So as far as I’m concerned, 
those long winter nights look 
much brighter now those nice 
people at Beyond have given me 
Doomdark’$ Revenge There are 
only two blots on the horizon. 
First, my review copy’s almost 
as difficult to load as Lords of 
Midnight. It uses a fast loader of 
sorts, and one of those tiresome 
RAM checks that happily resets 
the Spectrum two times out of 
every three — Beyond should 
get its act togetherjust in case it 
ever launches a game that isn’t 
worth the extra effort. 

The other problem is the 
non-existent map. Beyond is 
cashing in by charging £1.95 
extra for said map. but it wasn’t 
ready at the time of review, so I 
hope you lot appreciate the 
hours of scribbling on squared 
paper that’s gone into this 
review. 

A better drawing with the 
manual would definitely have 
been appreciated John Lattice /Rating 9/10 

Price £9.95 
PuMisHer Beyond 
Software 01-837 
2899 

with this game; the concept's 
interesting enough, but you 
have to do an awful lot to earn 
your pennies. If you hit any¬ 
thing either ashore or at sea, 
the harbour bar is automatical¬ 
ly restored and vou have to start 
from scratch which can be very 
frustrating. 

The graphics are very mixed, 
with the boat and mines parti¬ 
cularly poor, but the scene at 
Golden Harbour is nicely put 
together. 

Roland Ahoy! walks the 
tightrope between addiction 
and frustration none too con¬ 
fidently Simon Williams 

Rating 5 10 
Plica £8 95 
Publisher Artisoft 
0277-230222 
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OFTWARE PRO-TEST: BBC 

OFFICE BONUS 
of these records in. Apart from size the 
main drawback is that you must use cape 
for instructions or you get no response. 
You can search any one field (for part as 
well as whole strings), or sort on four, but 
the sort must be on the same basis for 
each field. Browsing is also possible. 

Spreadsheet 
If you’ve never dealt with a spreadsheet 
before, this is the ideal introduction. 
Drawbacks are as with the other prog¬ 
rams and relate to size, though you can 
produce a grid up to 26 by 27 cells, which 
is big enough for home use. It’s easy to 
extend the number of cells in an existing 
grid within these limits and it’s easy to 
position the headings. Control is from 20 
function keys enabling you to set the 
formulas between cells and display, 
print load or save. Although you can 
scroll in any direction the BBC only 
allows viewing 40 columns by 24 lines at 

any one time and in monochrome only. 
One nasty habit is the suppression of 
error messages, so if you try to save on 
the write protected disk the only warn¬ 
ing you have is the very short time the 
drive lights are on. 

Graphics 
Perhaps the nicest part is that having 
saved a spreadsheet you can go into a 
graphics program that displays any one 
line as a pie chart, histogram or graph in 
glorious colour or print it out. Columns/ 
segments are labelled A-Z, rather than 
with the names you give to the spread¬ 
sheet, but the title is shown and you can 
toggle between the display and a page. 

Verdict 
Despite my carping criticisms the prog¬ 
rams are quite exceptional value. It is 
the first affordable program suite I have 
seen and if you’re interested in a 
spreadsheet or database I strongly 
recommend beginners to get this first. 
You can find out what you need so you 
really understand the sales jargon on 
much more expensive programs, which 
can cost up to ten times more. V 

children (and possibly the partially 
sighted). In either the use of colour is 
good and you are shown the elapsed time 
(there is a rather erratic method of 
automatic typing speed calculation) and 
the number of characters free. For disk 
users this is normally a miserly 2,600. 

If you have a disk machine you can 
reset Page to&EOO (5,600characters)or 
&D00 (5,756 characters), but clearly it 
must be done before you load the 
program; set it too low and you’ll crash 

the whole system. 
The program provides the normal 

facilities from the function keys: some 
are only available via the menu and 
some from the edit screen. You can copy, 
delete (both in a similar way to Basic), 
save, load and print. The latter is in¬ 
teresting as you can print out in double 

^ size if you have an Epson < from single or 
'double size display). This makes it a 

1 marvellous word processor for a child, 
iand while it is not possible to load 
tWordwue files into the Mini Office a 

A series of office automation prog¬ 
rams for £6? Is somebody pulling 
Bomebody’s leg? For this price (£2 

more for disks) you get a word processor, 
database, spreadsheet and graphics. 
The last two are integrated and all but 
the word processor came with a demon¬ 
stration data file and there are 32 pages 
of instructions. 

I doubt if any serious user would be 
happy with the programs, but for the 
price they are ridiculously good. The 
instructions (you need good eyes) are at 
least as good as you would expect for the 
price, though they are written for the 
tape version and the disk has minor 
(undocumented) variations. Tape users 
chain the programs from the menu that 
is generated by booting. However, for 
one reason or another, the programs 

whole series of MO files can be concaten¬ 
ated into Word wise if, for instance, a 
school wanted to print out a series of 
children’s exercises. 

The main drawbacks to this part of the 
suite are the restricted memory, and the 
slowness of the screen’s response to key 
presses which can mean that if you hold 
the delete key (rather than tap it for each 
character) it will go on deleting for 
several seconds after release. Finally, 
the cursor is not visible while a key is 
pressed which adds to the excitement of 

copying. 

Database 
The database also makes good use of 
colour but is unexceptional of its kind. 
Field lengths are limited to 23 charac¬ 
ters, but can be string or numeric. A 
typical six-field address record takes up 

have been highly protected and the word 
processor program is so well trapped 
that you can only leave it for another 
part of the suite by turning off the 
machine and restarting. This applies 
to both tape and disk. 

Unless you are especially keen on tape 
to disk copying get the disk—it’s only £2 
extra. Disk users can only access Drive 0 
in any program, which can mean a fair 
amount of disk swapping to save or load 
as the disk is write protected. 

Word processing 
On entering the word processor you are 
given a menu which controls both text 
entry and printing, and escape always 
returns you to this page. The first thing 
you notice is that you are given a choice 
of two text entry sizes, the normal size 
with 22 lines per screen, or ten lines in 

Protect Mini Office Nn £5 95 (BBC/Elk 
cassette), £7.95 (40 or 80 track disk) 
FaMtahsr Database Publication* 061-456 

double height This is a joy for young 1 about 100 bytes and you can fit some 120 
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QB “COMPUCAB” 
HOME COMPUTERISTS STOWAWAY CABINET DESK 

FROM ONLY £57.50 + carr t rr,. TOOL 

TOOL BOX *84 it tovatlW tfMionM for •loctronicol faction* ti 

★ DESK TOP SLIDES SHUT WHEN NOT IN USE 
★ PROTECTS YOUR EQUIPMENT FROM DUST 
★ NO NEED TO UNPLUG 
★ 3 COLOURS — WHITE LIGHT OAK RUSTIC OAK 

I ENCLOSE CHEQUE FOR £ ♦ £5.00 CARRIAGE 
PLEASE FORWARD MY COMPUCAB IN (TICK COLOUR) 

WHITE LIGHT OAK RUSTIC OAK 

£57.50 £64.00 £64.00 

QUEENBUCK LTD 
BENTALLS. P1PPS HILL 

BASILDON. ESSEX 

11 ■,r ■' □ 
WfCTRUM 

1 - 'Vdk 4 =11 ZAXXON 
SUMMERGAMES 

0 95 7.50 

GAME 
OUR 

RRP PRICE 
TOWER OF DESPAIR 
LOOE RUNNER 
GREAT SPACE RACE 

796 595 
9 96 7.25 

QUO VADtS 
SHERLOCK 

9 95 7.50 
14 95 10 50 

DALEY THOMPSON 
BEACHHEAD 
WHITE LIGHTNING 
SHERLOCK HOLMES 
SABRE WOLf 
KNIGHTS LORE 

0 90 4 99 
795 596 

14 96 10 50 
14 95 10 50 
9 95 6 95 

POTTY PIGEON 
PITFALL II 
VALKYRIE 17 
RAM TURBO INTERFACE 
MATCHPOINT 
GIFTOFTHEGOOS 

6 96 5 25 
7 95 5 95 
995 695 

1600 
795 650 
9 96 7 95 

STORM WARRIOR 
RAID OVER MOSCOW 
STAFFOFKARNATH 
BLUE MAX 
TAPPER 
SELECT 1 

695 490 
9 95 7 50 
9 95 7*5 
9 95 7.50 
9 95 7*0 

12 49 6 50 
UNOERWORLDE 
LORDS OF MIDNIGHT 
OOOMOARKS REVENGE 
PSYTRON 

9 95 6 96 
9 95 5 95 
9 95 5 95 
7 95 5 95 

KUNGFU 
TRIPOOS 
BOULDER DASH 
SPIDER MAN 

6 95 4 96 
11 50 8 50 
795 595 
9 95 7*5 

SPY VS SPY 
BOULDER DASH 
hobbitt 
DALEY THOMPSONS DECATH 

9 95 7 50 
8 95 7*5 

14 95 9 99 
7 90 5 50 

tll 
TRASHMAN 

5 96 4 50 
5 96 4 50 
5 96 4 50 

RALLY DRIVER 
GHOSTBUSTERS 

7.96 6.50 
9 96 7.35 
9 95 7 50 

KONG S REVENGE 
FIGHTER PILOT 
TORNADO LOW LEVEL 

995 750 
790 5.90 

CLASSIC ADVENTURE. 
MONTY MOLE 
FULL THROTTLE 
MATCHPOINT 
TWIN KINGDOM VALLEY 
AVALON 
ENDURO 

6 95 4 95 
6 95 5 25 
6 95 5 50 
6 95 5 75 
796 675 
7 95 6 75 
7 95 525 
7 95 5 50 

GAME 
GHOSTBUSTERS . 
SUICIDE EXPRESS 
OTHER ACTIVISION 

OUR 
RRP PRICE 
10 96 8 50 
795 650 
9 95 7 25 

COMBAT LYNX 
WHITE LIGHTNING 
BLACK HAWKE 
RIVER RESCUE 
STORM WARRIOR 
SP1DERMAN 
CAD CAM WARRIOR 

7.00 495 
6 95 6 95 

19 95 15 95 
7 95 4 50 
795 450 
8 95 4 95 
996 7.25 
995 750 

SCRABBLE . 
EDDIE KIDO JUMP 
COMBAT LYNX 
KOKOTONIWILF 
DUES EX MACHINA 
DARK STAR 
JET SET WILLY 

1595 475 
7 95 4 95 
7 96 5.25 
5 96 4 75 

15 00 10 75 
795 495 
5 96 4 50 

Z1MSALABIM 
STRIP POKER 
PSYTRON 64 
TALES OF ARABIAN NIGHTS 
BEACHEAD 
SOLO FLIGHT 
DEATH STAR INTERCEPTOR 

995 695 
9 95 6 95 
796 5-25 
700 375 
995 750 

14 96 1100 
9 95 7 50 

MOTOCROSS 796 5 80 
SUICIDE STRIKE 7 96 5 60 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE PEP 

STAR STRIKE 
TRAVEL WITH TRASHMAN 
HAVOC 
BACK PACKERS GUIDE TO 
QUASIMODOS REV 
TIRNANOG 

595 450 
5 96 4 50 
795 596 
7 50 4 95 
6 90 4 90 
995 695 

BRUCELEE 
NATO COMMANDER 
SPITFIRE ACE 
MY CHESS II 
BATTLE FOR MIDWAY 
HAVOC 

9 95 7 50 
995 7.50 
9 95 7 50 

11 96 6 25 
6 95 4 95 
9 95 7 50 

PLEASE NOTE IF OUR ORDER 
EXCEEDS £50 YOU GET 

10% FURTHER DISCOUNT 
SENO CHEQUES IP O. TO 

GOOOflYTE PCW10 

MATCH DAY 
PYJAMARAMA 
BATTLE CARS 

6 90 5 25 
7 95 5 70 
6 95 5-25 
795 595 

ANCIPITAL 
QUASI MOOOS REVENGE 
TL.L 
KOKOTONI WILF 

7.50 5 50 
790 590 
790 590 
6 95 5 25 

94 LEATHER LANE. LONDON EC1 
(TEL: 01-404 4245) 

PLEASE STATE WHICH MICRO 



DON’T 
VAT 
THE 

PRESS 
There are strong reasons to believe the 
Chancellor of the Exchequer is planning to 
impose VAT on your magazine. 
Such a move would turn the clock back 130 
years — the last tax on newspapers and 
journals was repealed in 1855. Since then No 
tax on knowledge’ has been a principle 
agreed by all Governments, even in the darkest 
days of war. 
A free Press is a tax-free Press. 
No Government should be given the power to 
impose financial pressure on a Press it may 
not like. 
Tell your MP to say NO' to any tax on reading. 

Issued by the Periodical Publishers Association London 

Its easy 
to complain about 

. an advertisement. 
I Once you know how. 

One of the ways we keep a check on the 
advertising that appears in the press, on 
posters and in the cinema is by responding to 
consumers’ complaints. 

Any complaint sent to us is considered 
carefully and, if there’s a case to answer, a full 
investigation is made. 

If you think you've got good reason to 
complain about an advertisement, send off 
for a copy of our free leaflet 

It will tell you all you need to know to 
help us process your complaint as * 
quickly as possible. / 

The Advertising Standards Authority W 
If an advertisement is wrong, were here to put it right. 

ASA Ltd, Dept 1 Brook House. 
Torrington Place. London WC1E 7HN 

Thu space u donated in the inter cits of high standards of advertising. 

SWORDMASTER 
Duel lo the death In this all action two 
player game 

HCW*5 STAB* One ol the most entoyable 
games I have played 
• PCG HIT* • immensely entertaining with 
excellent graphics and animation 

SOFTWARE TODAY*Star Game* - A quality game with high class graphics 

MICRO USER - impressive graphics and animation Highly recommended 

PCN - graphics are smooth and nicety done 
POPULAR COMPUTING WEEKLY graphics are well done and slickly 
animated 
GOOO SOFTWARE GUIDE - response is fast and positive 

CASSETTE£7»S DISC (40/M) £10 *5 

CORPUSCLE 
Journey Into the 3D labyrinth ol the 
Human Arterial System. Take control of 
your body s defences in the constant 
struggle to defeat the invading colonies 
ol bacteria 
This real-time action game is ana¬ 
tomically educational and an adventure 
in the true sense 

CASSETTE £7 »5 DISC (40/80) £10 95 

MICROGRAF 
ORIGINAL QUALITY SOFTWARE 
PO BOX 17. BRACKNELL. BERKSHIRE RG12 3NQ 

Telephone: Bracknell (0344) 481789 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

.3EEE 
I r Thu truly unique andongmalconcept in adventures 
] Is a real-time simulation ol a computer complex You must i 

assume the rote of the HACKER in an attempt lo change 
your tala by breaking the colossal MULTIVAX system Vou 
win need all your powers ol logic and lateral thinking 

CASSETTE£7*S DISC (40/M) £10 »S 

Vampire Lzslle 
—JllA. Seek and destroy Oracula tn this sptna chilling adventure 

MICRO ADVENTURER -ongmal addictiveandgoodfun 
PCN a gem ol an adventure 
PCW • Recommended 

.IIH MICRO USER amusing sound and animated graphic! 
SOFTWARE TODAY a terrifying adventure 
HCW eventually you might get to meet Dracula 

hJU CASSETTE £6 95 DISC (40/M) £9 #5 

iFlint’s (Solh 
' * Search lor the legendary Flint s Gold in this swashbuckling 

adventure ol piracy on the Spanish Maine 
MICRO USER a la> belter story than the HOBBIT 
CSV GAMES - a gem light bubbly wonderfully 

— entertaining 
-CW me sound ettects ant) muvi am something else 

micro ADVENTURER me sound effects are the best i 
/j4P nave heard in any program enioyable and great fun 

^^^Sa SOFTWARE TODAY imating sound effects 
YOUR COMPUTER - one of the tmest yarns 
PCN • graphics are well executed and animated 

t « tF.elklW BlG K '*has 4r»d a library of interesting responses 
1,1 PCW - Recommended 
MT * CASSETTE £SSS DISC (40/M) £* *S 

★ SPECiAL_OFFER^ 
ON ALL ORDERS ACCOMPANIED BY THIS VOUCHER BY 31st JAN 1985 

£1 OFF EACH CASSETTE ORDERED 
£2 OFF EACH DISC _ 

FIRST CLASS OESPATCH WITHIN 24 HOURS PCN 1 



to swap, many < 
send your liat for mine tp Mr Weston. 
673 Alum Rock Road. Alum Rock. 
Birmingham B8 3JA. including tele¬ 
phone number 
Atari 800X1 plug vour Atari Computer, 
bought for £215: sell for £165 Nine 
months' guarantee Contact D Lee. 
220A Fnmley Green Road, Fnmley. 
Surrey GU166LL 

IVCS, i H ned. Vgc, includes paddles. 

BSC 
Breakou 

Invaders. Adventure. Pac-Man. 
out — £48. Tel: Rainham 52739 

after 6pm 
Atari 6MU, cassette unit. Defender. 
Zaxxon, Encounter, etc. Program¬ 
ming books, 2 joysticks, boxed, i- 
guaranteed £150 Tel: 0705 734434 
evenings only 
Atari CX2800VCS.I . bat. Maze-Craze. 
Space Invaders. Starmasler. Basic 
programming plus keyboard, joys¬ 
ticks. etc - £60 the lot Tel: 061-962 
6789 after 6pm 
Atari 400, Basic cartridge, several 
games on cartridges incT. Dig-Dag, 
Centipede. Miasile Command Only 4 
weeks old. coat £145. sell for £70. Tel: 
0329 287684 
Atari 600KL. program recorder, manu¬ 
als, books, programs, listings, plus one 
year’s YourComputer. all for £130ono 
Tel: Tetbury 06& 52902 evenings 

Commodore 
Pet 4032 with 2040 ddnves, all just 
serviced Wordcraft 80 professional 
software < Dongle), full documentation 
and free UK delivery - £650 Tel 
0580 iCranbrooki 241772. 
Me 20 computer, C2N cassette unit, 
16K RAM. 3K RAM joystick. Introduc¬ 
tion to Basic Part 1. nooks, software, 
need quick sale - £180 Tel:021-422 
9389 after 5pm 
Me 29, C2N, 16K RAM. 8K RAM. 3K 
super expander, programmer's aid, 
m code monitor, motherboard, soft- 
switch. intro Basic 1 & 2,12 catndges. 
topes, joysticks, books — £180. Tel: 
01-863 5113 Deepak 
Csaaacdsn 64. Simons Basic cartridge 
— £30. Also Code writer program 
generator — £40 Tel: 01-207 1604 
after 6 30pm Both as new 
Me 20 + C2N, good condition. I6K 
RAM, joystick. Intro to Basic Part 1, 
manuals and leads, £70 of software — 
only £130 Tel 01-644 5231 

modore 64 Same as the ZX81 Tel: 
021-328 3994 
Scape84, cost £ 17 95. will sell i nearest 
offer lor swap for other software Write 
to: Martin Appleford. 43 Cleavers 
Avenue. ■"—“- **'' 
Keynes, 

Milton 

Lysx 48, boxed, in excellent condition, 
plus onginal software and all leads 
Good for small business or beginner in 
computers. £110 ono Tel: Rudders- 
field 41506 
Lynx 488, excellent condition, boxed, 
with leads, manual, joystick, inter¬ 
face. and over £60 worth of games and 

PCN Billboard 
__l with manual, leada. joystick 
interface, compatible cassette recor¬ 
der. 8 user magazines. 8 arcade games. 
3 adventures, assembler, books. £120 
ono Tel Sheffield (0742) 308185 
anytime Ask for Mark 
lira 49K with Smiths data recorder and 
parallel printer cable. Software in¬ 
cludes wordprocessor and database. 
£125 ono. Tel: Sunbury-on-Thames 
84039 ei 

ml*11 
turn, only 7 months old — £86 ono. Tel: 
Bolton 0204 32956 
Orichats for One 1. as new, with 
manual — £7 ono. Tel: Dave 0642 
824730 
0ric-l 168, including all leads, power 
supply, games iSpace Invaders. Har¬ 
rier Attack, etc), books and magazines 
- £60 Tel 021 -426 3685 after 6pm 
0ric-l fur sale, good condition, joystick 
interface, software including Xenon-1 
and The Ultra - £100 ono Tel 
Sunderland < 0783 > 285814 after 6m 
Oric computer, tape. 18 games, 5 utili¬ 
ties, 8 books, joystick interface, plus 
own programs, worth £300. Sell for 
£150 ono Write K Cannon. 36 
Hurdlow Ave , Hockley. Birmingham 
B18 5QQ 
Oric software, the best software at give 
away prices For list send sae to C. 
Price, 55 Graigola Road, Glais. Swan¬ 
sea SA79HS 
Oric Atmos 448, boxed, n 
Scuba Dive and Loki_ 
eluded, bargain at £90. Tel: Ji 
061-4855153 

Peripherals 
JaM 8100 daisywheelpnnter. immacu¬ 
late condition with BBC cable, boxed 
— £295 ono Also Pnsm Modem 1000 
with cable and software — £56 ono. 
Tel: Canterbury 751100. 
Mkreritoc 141] RGB colour monitor, 
good condition — £125 ono. Tel: 
Cardiff (0222) 8639781 after 6pm) 
Epasa RX10 F/T printer with RS232 
interface fitted, including 2000 sheets 

ribbon. £210 iting paper and spare ri 
loTef 01-958 3516 

i. 40 cps 
»ld —£80 graphics printer,_ 

Tel Gabor on 01-340 8423 
WeoM quality dot-matrix printer for 
word processing Also want suitable 
interface for Spectrum Tel: 0959 
75090. 

AP100A printer, as new. with 

r printer plotter, spare 
is. Centronics interlace. 

Oric 1 Atmos - £95 Tel 079-984 638 

auto dial, auto answer, number recall 
all baud rates bell and ccitt protocols 
-£225 Tel 01-397 3498 

computer, extended Basic, 
joysticks, cassette player, leads, some 

and manuals, vgc — £lfo ono Tel: 
Stamford 54496 
Wasted extended Basic for T1994A. 
also other peripherals and software, 
copies of '99 ER' and home computer 
magazine Tel: 0709 65264 evenings 
Sharp MZ808 computer, with twin 
disks interface unit and printer Soft¬ 
ware including assembler compiled 
Basic and Forth, mint condition — 
£450 Tel Brighton 34030 
Sharp MZ-80A computer, built in casset¬ 
te deck, as new condition, complete 
with software, books and dust cover — 
£250 Tel 0258 52404 (Dorset) 
Amabsf CPC484 with colour monitor, 
brand new. boxed Must sell, best offer 
around £285 Tel: 0626 82315 after 
4 30pm and weekends 

___teleprinter, interface. 
£1,000 worth of software (245 prog¬ 
rams: business, games etc), books, 
manuals—£450 Tel Bham 784 2405 
m-89 1 lev 2. vdu. recorder, telepnn 
ter, interface + £1.000 software (245 
programs: business, games utilities 
etft, books, manual*. Accessories, 
boxed, ideal home system. Tel: 021- 
784 2405 Waaeem 
BUtCMmi 1000 saloon, years MoT, six 
months tax Swap for computer system 
for small business use Tel: Greg on 
01-736 9914 or 01-731 3017 (day 

9saktapftaht>sbaa with folding lid. new 
boxed, beautiful, holds70disks- £13 
tmlyrTel: London 01-203 4545 even 

__eard°1frsm. 
keyboard in metal cask, nna year old— 
£300 ono Tel 041-554 1630 
Mdse Cease I 16K. as new. in built 
cassette, excellent software worth 
over £50 All for only £119 
0268 411599 *" 

Season foapMir, 50 watts per channel, 
muting switch, subsonic filter. 2 tape 
inputs. 2 pairs of speaker inputs, 
under 2 year guarantee, bargain at 
£70 Tel: 01-806 7614 

game mark 10 plus two 
perfect work- 

_ _I or five Spec¬ 
trum games Tel: <5524 53579. 
Wap ip.tbrax 48K css. 

joysticks, ten games, in 

stick, software 
Commodore 64. G Heales, 33 Lower 
Ellacombe, Church Road. Torquay 
Exchange: mint Clarion radio cassette 
971. self seek digital tuning, auto 
reverse, Dolby, metal, separate 23 
Watt X2amp. For Memo tech printer 
DMX80Epeon or monitor Tel 0223 
264472/Strwtham 463._ 

Epees KL20 Software. Epson's Corres¬ 
pondent 20 i wordprocessing) and 
Kpeoncalc (spreadsheet) — £20 each. 
Tel 0580 (Cranbrook 1241772 
Wasted: Epees KX28 expansion unit 
(16K). CX21 accountie coupler or 
Why? Tel 0580 (Cranbrook) 241772 
T1P64A awdaiea. Swap my terminal 
emulator. Car-Wars. Munch-Man. 
Tombstone-City, for modules, or pre¬ 
ferably cassettes, books. 99ER maga- 
-*— i ...— 

Spectres. 488 gaswa, Beach Head. Ava¬ 
lon. Codename Mat, Danger Mouse. 
Backpackers Universe. £3 each Many 
more Wanted Spectrum Logo. Tel: 
0253 403994 (Blackpool) 
ZXS1 aaftware. Sooner Programs 3*4. 
Fun to Learn. English Literature. 
History. Music. ZX assembler. Gala 
xians. Sword of Peace and others Tel: 
Mark on E ms worth 5897 
Sairtiaai software for exchange, also 
brand new original keyboard. Lo- 
Profile, offers of hardware, software or 
anything Write to: Elvin, 214 Horn- 
mglow Road. Sheffield S5 6SG 
488 Saictres^ I'urrah Microspeech. 
£1,000 software. Kemptron interface, 
tape recorder, tv — £250 ono Tel 
Dover 207695 
AMIpachraa, 5 months old. cassette. 30 
games I Full Throttle Psytron). Kemp 
ston interface. QSII joystick, books 
mags, also White Lightning — £145 
ono for quick sale. Tel: (Nottm) 
0602 580015 _ 

titles including Underwurlde 
HERO. HobbitTvalhalla. Tel 0724- 
762182 after 4 30. ask for Andrew 
ZX pristsr, boxed, only half roll used 
£25 Write to Richard Harvey. 

half price ?el 01-878 5545 
Ql tor sate £350 ono Tel: Peier on 
079162531 evenings 
488 Spectrins, Cjuickahot U joystick, 
over £70 software, fully boxed. 10 
months old. with leads, mi 
magazines Tel Knighl 
520242 
Saictraai gaaaaa: Zzoom. Manic Miner 
— £2.50; Dark Star - £3 50; Trash 
man - £2 50; TLL, Paintbox-£3 00; 
Jumbiy — £2 All originals Tel: 
01-668 7733 

tniy. sell or swap Tel: Murray on 334 
8347 or Graeme on 339 2406 (both 
Edinburgh' 
488 Spirtnaa, printer, cassette recor¬ 
der plus dust covers, magazines and 
-£200 worth of software (utilities 

Knighton 0647- 

interface and 1. 
tick Best value at E. _ _._ 
Pembury 3703, after 4 30pm 

0599% v 

Billboard Buy & Sell Form 
Free forever — from now on you can advertise your 
second-hand equipment and (almost) anything else you 
want for free in PCN. To place your Billboard ad. fill in the 

form on the left with a maximum of 24 words. Send the 
completed form to: 
Billboard, Personal Computer Newt, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 

2HG. 
Note that we cannot guarantee that your ad appears in any 
specific issue, and that we cannot accept ads from 
commercial organisations of any sort. 

Your Mint:. 
Addre«. 

Telephone:. 
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MICROSHOP 
Rites: £12 per single column cm. Minimum size 3cm. Series discount available. Also spot colour available Mechanical Data: 

Column width. 1 column 57mm. 2columns 118mm. 3columns 179mm Copy Dates: 1 (I days prior to publication 
Contact: Anita Stokes. Isable Middleton or Jacqui Edmiston 

SEVERN 
SOFTWARE 

As a rapidly growing technical unit, we 
supply our own original titles to certain 
other companies to market on a world¬ 
wide scale; we also take on conversion 
and storyboard work from other com¬ 
panies To cope with the demand, we 
require- 
FREE-LANCE PROGRAMMERS for 
contract work of all types 
ORIGIN AL SOFTWARE for submission 
to our marketing companies 
WRITE TUS US AT- 

15, HIGH ST, 
LYDNEY 
GLOSGL15 5DP 

giving us details of your progress to date 
plus work samples, from CBM 64. 
SPECTRUM. AMSTRAD. ATARI. 
CBM 16 MACHINES 

$**#*********4W**tf” 
PROVE TO YOUR FRIENDS v 

THAT YOUR COMPUTER 2? 
■?> IS REALLY USEFUL 
^ PUr ffmr jiroen with out data tank on pants Sand 
iv £9 96 tor databank on Sinclair 01 microdnvacartndgt 
< from % 
_. Uaeaaltta Nvruntt LiaeffMM. Tregaron ^ 

Dyted SY» (OCwJwtata^^frM* 0*7 473123 ^ 

****** **** ** ** ** ** *r? 

3V2"or 5V4 WINCHESTERS 

FOR 

GEMINI NASCOM SUPERBRAIN. 
IBM, APRICOT. SIRIUS 

AND EPSOM COMPUTERS 

* * INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL OFFER ★ * 
C200 OFF 

5'/* 10 MB VERSION £999 + VAT 

* OTHER CAPACITIES SIZES AVAIL¬ 
ABLE 

* FACILITIES FOR MOST COMPUTERS 
ON REOUEST 

TEL (0245)57575 
For further details Secuncor delivery, back 

up support and HP terms available 

IOrMK 
29 Beeches Road. Chelmsford. Essex 

BLANK DISKS 
SPECIAL OFFERS 

5V« BLANK DISKS (40 track) 
Prices tor bos of TO 

VAT. PSP is FI 
ungtewdeddoutPedeneity_ 
single sOed double densAy 
ended doubledemdy. 

ToMNUinmi 

SERVICE AND REPAIRS 
SPECTRUM. BBC. COMMODORE. DRAGON. 

MAIL OGDER OR CALL IN 

HUGE 

accessories. SAE for lists08* 

13S High aseaLteSSMlaAlSwA bbdda 
m 9'9B671H- 

GREAT SPACE RACE 
Legend s new megagame, the follow on to 
VALHALLA 
48KSpectrumonly(RRP£14 95) 

only £10.95. 

JANUARY SALE 
VALHALLA (Legend) ‘Game o» the Year- 
1984 48KSpectrum CBM64(RRP£14 95) 

£9.95 
Sinclair ZX Interface-1.£37.95 
Microdnve Cartridges £8.95 
Send COs, PO. or pnone your ACCESS VISA card no K>: 

(PCN), 10 Chapel LaneWicken 
CB7 5X2 Tel: W23 312453 

SPECTRUM ALL INCL.£18.50 
UPGRADES (SPECTRUM).£32.00 

OTHER MAKES ALSO REPAIRED 
SEND SAE FOR LATEST PRICE LISTS 
ASF CALMS Please enclose Cheque or P O >», 
GOOOSERVKt COSTS liSS THAN BAOStRVW ~ 

LIFEBOAT 
Mcnu-dnvcn dalshaic of lifehoal Malions and their 
hosts Selection by station. county .boat tyjie. host 
details Abo simulation of lemce call oul All 

roysince to the RNLI 

ATARI AMAZING OFFERS 
Aten 000 XL C 

I disk drive only 
■jrv Alan 1050 disk drive plus Ut'JJr,1! Aten 1050 drskdnvo 

TOblank (Saks (worth E20) lor only 

Fo'GZXi 
S.J.B. 

tael datNery — preese *end cheques PO to 
DISK SUPPLIES (Dept. 03) 

^*** ***************^ 

£ PLAY THE GUITAR § 
£ THE VDU WAY £ 
'S The easiest way to learn tha guitar!1 
- FOR THE ACORN ELECTRdN BBC £ 
v C5.00 including post and packing to: ~ 

LAKSSIDS SOFTWARC '■ 
3 «> TPOMMOUTW COURT. Ti 
Is SCUNTHORPE. SOUTH HUMSERSIOE 

******************** 
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GEMINI MULTINET GALAXY IV consists Of 
1 x 10 MB Winchester file server with floppy 
drive. VDU keyboard, four work stations 
with keyboards VDU s plus an extra floppy 
disk dnve CP V 2 2 all network software 
anddbasell E3.500 
FUTURE FX 20. Complete system IBM 
compatible EM00 
2x RAIR BLACK BOXES. Harddisk system 
with Wordstar VDU keyboards 

El.200 to £1.700 each 
ADOS SYSTEM 75. 52K. 2 x 8 disk dnves. 
regent 200 terminal keyboard with all soft¬ 
ware and manuals. incorporated table 

only £350 

MANNESMANN TALLY SPIRIT 80 Dot 
Matnx printer £150 
EPSON MX80 FT £120 
STAR DP8480 with BBC screen dump chip 

£120 
LOGICA VTS 2200 with 2 disk dnves. 
monitor, keyboard missing OFFERS 

Contact 

DAVID NISSEN 
TEL. NO: 

01-521 7733 

BARGAINS 
SOLUTION 3: 

CENTRONICS — 
2-WAY CENTRONICS CM.H C42 H line VAT. PSP) 
hv compute owners who wish lo dove more man on* pnnttr 
Add C?J lor MMtonti w*r* Reverie «Ho poiutw * ume 
pnet Requires no power includes bom pnMer weds 

Nr «• 

30 Campkin Road Cimdndoe C84 TNG 
Tel: 0755 422007 IDAY) K23 322304 (EVE) 

Solar Computer Products 

SATURDAY JANUARY 12th- 10a«l> lo Spm 

MICROS FOR MOMS, HOW A BUSINESS 

JACK IN MAGIC LAND 

An educational fantasy adventure with a. 

TURTLE SOFTWARE, 
40 SCHOOL ROAD. FINST0CX. OXFORD 

WANTED 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

all models bought for cash 

Morgan Camera Company 
160 Tottenham Court Road, 

London W1. Tel: 01-388 2562 

EPSON TX/80B 

Dot matrix printer 
Tracboniaed 00-col 12Scps Pnntsgraphic* 

and double width characters 

Our price Cl 79. 

M. K. MUSIC A COMPUTERS 

^ WPWOre “A22Z 

AMSTRAD& SHARP 
MAIL OR DIR SOFTWARE — SAME DAY SERVICE 

Business, utility education and games eg Data¬ 
base CIO. Wordpro CO. Invoices C8, Stock Control 
C6. Sound Effects CS. Maths & Physics C6, 
Amstrad Zip Load C7, Sharp Compiler Cl 4 

SAE FOR CATALOGUE - PLEASE STATE MACHINE 
DCS (PCN), 38 SOUTH PARADE. 

BRAMHALL. STOCKPORT. SK7 3BJ. 

2 NCW GAMES ARE NOW AVAILABLE _ 

'Cfumut;' 
CA M per casmM oi n.M Ml Bn tm.IndMAng pip l 

SOLWAY SOFTWARE 

^5KK©RKSfll 
The New Force in Software 

THE GAME Of DEADLY DRIVING i I I % V M 

BATTLECARS I I M \ li 1 M 
FOR 4JX SPECTRUM 

I ^ ^ - ' '-' 48K SPECTRUM ^ 

48K 

$ M SPECTRUM 

BATTLECARS: "Go out and buy it today!" 
Personal Computer News 

D-DAY: "...an excellent wargame with graphics to match—at last!" 
Crash Micro 

TOWER OF DESPAIR: "Fantasy fans will love this game" 
Crash Micro 

Spectrum versions £7.95 C64 £8.95 From all good shops or direct from: 
Games Workshop, Mail Order Department, 27-29 Sunbeam Road, London NW10 6JP 
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Here’s one last blast of Christ¬ 
mas spirit before you take the 
decorations down and sweep up 
the pine needles Just before we 
put up the shutters for the 
festive season there was a late 
entry in the Christmas carols 
free-for-all from John Brown of 
Cirencester. Look to your 
laurels. Anon! 

The first one is to the tune of 
'God Rest Ye Merry Gent¬ 
lemen.' 

The Pre-Christmas Boom Carol 
Oh come ye high street traders 
spare a thought for Santa's 
elves. 
As each and every MSX comes 
gladly from your shelves. 
If we were only Japanese we'd 
make a few ourselves! 
Crying, 'Vital for every girl 

and boy, a source of joy. 
Massive savings on the latest 
micro- toy!’ 

Now you may rub your hands 
with glee and grin without 
restraint. 
As fathers hand out Access 
cards while mothers nearly 
faint; 
But won't you hate the next six 
weeks of customer complaint! 
Crying, 'Vital for every girl and 
boy, a source of joy, 
Massive savings on the latest 
micro- toy!’ 

And pity that poor software 
pirate shivering in the cold. 
He can't afford a Porsche yet his 
Ferrari's growing old — 
But you can bet he'll buy just 

GGQ22B- 

one of each new title sold! 
Crying. 'Vital for every girl and 
boy, a source of joy, 
Massive savings on the latest 
micro- toy!’ 

To the tune of 'Good King 
Wenceslas' 

Captain Commodore looked 
out on Christmas prospects 
bleakening 
Spectrum Pluses sold so well 
His market share was 
weakening 
Spied a lowly graduate 
Clutching bold designs who 
Tramped the cold streets of the 
town 
Fingers turning blue-oo-oo 

'Hither, henchman, stand by 

Notice yon man, thither — 
Tell me if you can descry 
What he carries. whither?' 

,n* campaign gave you the feeling that 
tou'd seen N before lomswhire, here’s 
the answer. ‘Hew to increase the sue of 

and over the Mf • »•» • herd of happy 
elephants picked out In front ef none 
other than the 4«K Lynx. ’Expandable, 
not expendable’ teas its tiogaa in those 
days. Which days? Goodness knows... 
they’re last In the mists of time. 

'Sir, he lives in Ruislip, where 
Light bulbs of low wattage 
Illuminate th' interior of 
His electronic co-ottage.' 

'Bring me chips and soldering 
iron, 
Data buses various. 
Lest this young man should 
expire 
In business so preca -arious 
We must rescue talent rare 
Of such far- sighted men — 
Or we shall find Sir Clive 
Sinclair 
Has beaten us aga- ain!’ 

NEXT WEEK 
Enterprise appraised 
Here at last, the Enterprise 64 
gets the once over in a full 
Pro-Test of a production model. 
Was it worth the wait? Is it 
worth the price? 

Brush up your BBC's trigo¬ 
nometry with this program to 
add to your wavy line store. 

Not just another Hunchy, this 
Spectrum game will have you 
rolling out the barrel all over 
again. 
Mousey 
Can AMS's mouse and software 
turn your BBC into a Macin¬ 
tosh lookalike? Find out in our 
Pro-Test. 

Specti 
into Teletext with the TTX from 
OEL. 

A music generator for the BBC 
that beats the competition 
hands down. 
IBM QCD 
Yet another desktop package 
for the IBM — but how does it 
measure up? 

PCN DATELINES 

Event Dales Venue Organism 

CADCAM Inti Show Jan 8-10 NEC, Birmingham EMAP Inti Exhibitions. 01-837 3699 

Mim Micro Computer Exhbn Conf Jan 13-16 Stockholm. Sweden Sollentuna Massan, Box 174, S— 191 23 
Sollentuna, Stockholm 

Which Computer? •Lin 15-lH NEC, Birmingham Clapp & Poliak 01-891 5051 

High Technology & Computers 
Education 

Jan 23-26 Barbican, London Computer Marketplace Exhibitions, 01-930 
1612 

Computer Exhbn — Computer 
Thai 

January 23-26 Bangkok. Thailand Conf & Exhbn Management Services, Ltd, 
615 Langsuan Soi 2, Ploenduit Road, 
Bangkok 10500 

Inti Microcomputer Fair Jan 29-Feb 3 Frankfurt, Germany Collins & Kndres. 01-734 0543 

Apncot k Sirius Computer Show Feb 5-7 Kensington Town Hall, London Paradox Group. 01-241 2354 

Inti trade show for home compe. 
software, etc — LET 

Feb 17-19 Olympia. London Turret-Wheatland, 0923-777000 

Inti Computer Graphics User 
Show and Conference 

Feb 19-21 Barbican, London Mountbuild, 01-486 1951 

MEXCOM Feb 25-28 Mexico City. Mexico AESI Ltd. 01-379 7628 

CWTOMAL: EdMw Peter Worlock Deputy tdRw David Guest PrsSsrU— editor Lauraine Turner Oapaty p< 
Nm writer* K..lph Bancroft. Sandra Grendiwm Fsatam adNsr John Lattice Sellwere edHw Bryan Skinner P . 
Cotike Prey tom sdNar Nickie Robinson Art director Jim DanSie Art editor Dave Alexander Aswrtaat art editor Tim B 
nMUSNEX ( yndy Miles PeWekwg »w*teet lobe Bendeth 

“ “ ~ tons Peter Goldstein A 

r Harriet Arnold Editor’! asentaat Kuren Isaac 
■ Kenn Garroch Hardware id Aar Stuart 

I Bruce Preston 

re Laura Cade, Claire Rowbottom Sale 

Tony O'Reilly Anita Stolu 
London W1A 2HG 01-439 4242 
3211... 

Richard Gaffrey I I Illr.-i AdvertMMMfrtauistert.Ijn.Moore SelwcrlptKM __62 Oxford Street London W1A 2HG. 01-636 6890 Ai--- —- 
by VNU Buxines* Publication*. Evelvn Houae. 62 Oxford Street London W1A 2HG © VNU 1983 No material may be reproduced in 

without written oonaent from the copyright holdrni Photoaet by Quickset, 184-186 Old Street. London EC I Printed by Chaae Weo Offset. St Auatell. 
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100% GRAPHIC EXPLORATION 

A game of distinction from British Telecom. 
WELLINGTON HOUSE. UPPER ST MARTIN’S LANE. 

LONDON WC2H 9DL TEL 01-379 6755/5626 ^ 

Firebird and the Firebird logo are trademarks ol British Telecommunications pic 



You'd better get the hang of this. 
One day you might be up here for real. 

J 
I 
I 

Space Shuttle. 
The flight simulation program that f 

leaves others earthbound. 
Developed with NASA's assistance 

to turn your computer into 
Columbia's Flight Deck. 

£9.99 Commodore 64, £7.99 Sinclair Spectrum. 
Available soon for all popular systems. I 

SPACE SHUTTLE FROM 

■tcIiyisiON 
Your computer was made for us. 

AVAILABLE FROM SELECTED BRANCHES OF BOOTS. WH SMITH, JOHN MENZIES, LASKY'S. SPECTRUM. RUMBELOWS. WOOLWORTH 
AND GOOD COMPUTER SOFTWARE STORES EVERYWHERE 


